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How can the arts be used to pursue a citizenship education? This
thesis attempts to answer this question, focusing on the relationship
between educational drama and a democratic citizenship cumculum. It is

limited to a content d y s i s of a literature review, and concentrates on
specific curriculum theories and selected theories of drama in education.

This thesis uses as its analytical fmus the concept of the socialiy
constructed nahue of identity in an effort to clarify what the L n .between
drama and democratic citizenship may be.

Approaches to cumculum that address issues concemeü with
democratic citizenship are identifid and examined in order to undentand
how and why the concept of the socially constructed nature of identity is
important to a democratic citizenship educaticm.

A conceptual framework for a democratic citizenship curriculum is
articulated and educational drama theory is explored for its implications to
it. The focus is on both historical and contemporary contributions h m the
literature.

It is concluded that educational drama can be a powedul practice
within a democratic citizenship curriculum. It can provide a form of
analysis that can be used to integrate curriculum, to create possible visions

of the future,and to develop an awareness of the socially constnicted nature
of identity. These thRe intemlated concepts are fundamental to a

democratic citizenship curriculum and inherent in the practice of eùucational
drama.

Dr. Sheldon Rosentsock, m y advisor, has been extremely supportive of my work and to
him I owe much gratitude. He inâmduced me to many of the ideas in this thesis and
encouraged me to pursue them and trust in m y own ioteliect.

To Dr. Jamie Magnusson 1dso owe much gratitude. She listeneci to me and encouraged
me to pursue the idea of theatre as a valid fom of critical inque.
I a m appreciative of Dr. Ken Osborne who fust introduced me to the concept of a radical
citizenship which has inspireci the focus of this thesis.
1 owe thanks to Dr. Peter Spencer and Dr. David Mandzuk, my cornmittee members, for
their insightful comments and provocative questions.

I am grateful for the assistance of MeLinda Talin.

Chapter One

Within the summary of the Quebec Education Ministnes new curriculum refonns,
entitled, 'The Quebec Educaîion Program," thm is a bold section at the top of the page

announcing the Rogram of Rograms. Under this there are the Cross Cumcular
Cornpetencies and Areas of LEe1ong Learning. ' E3eneat.hthis are the Rograms of Study

including Subject Areas, Sc-

Subjects and Competencies, which, supposedly lead the

student towards the Cross Curricular Competencies and the Areas of Lifeiong M n g Listed as an Area of Melong Learning is "Citizenship". It is not clear by looking thmugh

the Programs of Study what exactiy is involved in this area of lifelong leamhg or how it is
to be pumed. In a conversation with a school principal, I asked how citizenship would be

pursued. He admitted, that as it was a new addition to the cumculum, it wasn't yet clear,
but one kacher had suggested bringing in more televisions so the students could watch

news. I nodded vaguely, supporting the assumption that there is a wmection between
televised news broadcasts and citizenship. That particular school offers strong programs

in the arts, and we wondered if citizenship couid be pursued through the arts, We

enthusiastically agreed that it couid be, but did not explain how. It seemed clear that there
is a Iink between citizenship and the arts. The arts, after d l , have k e n used both as a

means of nationaikt propagaada and as a subversive tool of revolution. What exactly is the

link between citizenship and the arts? 1realized that 1, üke this particular educationd
institution, had not an articulate answer. How can the arts be used to pwsue a citizenship
education? This thesis is an attempt to answer this question and the specifc focus is on
Democratic Citizenship Cwricuium and its implicationsfor Educational Drama. The thesis

' Quebec Ministry of Education,
Education, 2000)

Ouebecon(M0ntrral: Ministry of

is limited to a content analysis of a literature review. and concentrates on qedic
cumculum theones and selected theories of'dnma in education.
Recent educational drama theory addresses issues related to identity construction.
m

s will be examinai in greater detaii in chapter seven.) The concept of developing an

awareness of the sociaiiy constmcted nature of identity has been suggested as a goal of

democratic citizenship education. m

s will bt discussedfiirtber in chapter two.)

This

thesis, therefore, uses as its analytical focus the concept of the socially constructed nature

of identity in an attempt to understand what the link between drama and citizenship

education may be.

Approaches to curriculum that address issues concemexi with dernoaitic citizenship
are identif~ed.These are examined in tenns of theu insights into how and why the concept

of the sociaily constnicrod nature of identity is important to a citizenship education,and to
articulate a &

d

c citizenshipcurriculum. Once this has been estaMishededucatimal

drama theory will be examined for its implications to this. The chapters that follpw will
focus on historical anci contemporary contributionsfrom the literature.

Chapter Two (2) defmes Democratic Citizenship in the North American context as
that which opposes the current practice of

liberal democracy and the social and econornic

ineqdties that are impiicit withîn it. Enlightenment concepts of universality are
introduced for dieir rote in liberal democracy and its institutions, primarily schoohg, and

criticized for their contribution to a 'positivist' culhue and for rheir Institutid
appqxiûtioa by which they have provided t4e justifikatioe for the protectionof @vate
interests at the expense of subordinate p u p s . Tmditiond education is examined in terms

of its relationship to cultural positivism and Eniightenment concepts. Democratic

citizenship education is introduced as that which challenges traditional education anc3 which
seeks to develop educational practices in support of social transformation.

Thomas Bridges' cîtizenship îdeology îs introduced, and his suggestion that an
awareness of the sociaüy constructed nature of identity as criticai to democratic civic cuiture

is examined. .He calis ihis awarenes 'narrative imagination' and argues that it shoufd be
the goal of democratic citizenship education to foster this fonn of narrative irnagînation.

The next four chapters wili examine various c ~ c u i u m
approaches where sociai change is
a stated mandate, to iiiumimte this concept and furcher;ilticdate a dem-tic

citizenship

curriculum.

Alîhaugh s e v d S O W C .have csntributed to the ideas in Cha.pîerTwo (21,the
analyses provided by the curriculum theorists. Michael W. Apple. Henry A. Giroux. and
Kenneth W. Osborne, and the philosopher, Thomas Bridges, have had simcant
influence.
The identzfied cumculum tbeones in tbIs thesis that address social transformation
have k e n calegorized into -three gmups: Social Reconstruction, Post Critical
Reconceptuaiist, and Criticai Pedagogy. ?nese -grwps aie disthguished not cmiy by k i r
hisroFioal time periodsbut by (hsi EolAsosBip@iini-~edktk
concepts, € h e i ~ - c o ~ ~ ~ ~ & ~ n t
to social change, and their articulation of practices towards a citizenship education.

Tbey

are analyzed in terms of their approaches to identity construction and their
recornmendations for curriculum desi_gn.
Chapter Three (3) examines the curriculum theory of the Social Reconstructionist
period to discem-how it contributed to an articulation of a citizenship education and

furthered-theexploration of identity wichin-thatcorrtext. The+Reconstructionistswrote
between the 1920s and 1Ws and t h i s analysis inchdes works by Boyd H. Bode,George

S. Counts, John Dewey, William H. Kilpatnck, and Harold O. Rugg.
This chapter examines theu vision of schools as institutions which could
participate in rebuilding b r i c a n democracy. Their criticisms of traditional education are
noted, including their objection to the empty vesse1 approach to education and the
comparûnentaiizationof curriculum. Dewey's recommendation for an experientially based
curriculum is discussed as well as their other recommendations including the use of the
environment outside of the schwl as an educational resource, the development of links

between schools and d e r community groups and their cal1 for shtdents to be invotved in
community organization.
Their attempt to create an inclusive and open vïew of democracy that dow not rely

on universal abstractions is recognized but Chapter Tbree (3) concludes that the underiying
assumption of a homogenous culture apparent in their thought undermims their potential to

develop transfomative practicm and democratic citizenship. It is nded that the Social
Reconstructionists understood schools as locations where identity is formeci but in their
assumption of cultwal homogeneity, they did not recognize the pluralistic and potentially
conflicting nature of identify and therefore, neither did they understand the need to anaiyze
i t.
Chapter Four (4) offers an aoalysis of the theories of the hidden cumcdum. They
have had a profowid impact on cunïcdum development as they have seriously questioned
the role th3t education c m play in socid trandorxnation. These theories introduced âhe id-

of hegernony incïuding how it works at an unconsc.ious level to reproduce existing

economic and social inequality. Identities, in this context, are shaped in such a way as to

allow individuals to accept and somethes even choose to participate in their own
subordination. S c h o o h g could no longer be seen as neutral, serving the best interests of
its students; and an education truly seeking social change would have to senously consider

identity formation and its role in social and cultural reproduction. The primary source
material for this chapter includes work by Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis, Paul Willis,
and Michael Apple.

Chapter Five (S) continues to examine curriculum theory with social change as its
mandate to see if the issues of the hidden cumculum and the socially consüucted nature of
identity are addressed. This chapter examines some of the Reconceptualists who wrote

during the 1970s and 1980s and approached curriculum as an opportunity to examine the
self. It includes the work of Maxine Greene, Madeleine Grumet, James B. Macdonald and

William F. Pinar. Their ideas relating to society and schooling as forces which perpetuate

alienation are examine& Responding to this and to the role that the üncmscious plays in
maintaining fonns of oppression, they sought social transformation through the

transformation of self. Their suggestions at self-transformation including autobiography

anct theatre are introduced.
The belief, of this representative Reconceptualist work, in a transcendent self,
existing beneath the layers of social conditiming is shown as inconsistent with a
democratic citizenship education. It is concluded that an awareness of the social

construction of identity is not understood by the Reconceptualists as a requirement of a
civic culture whereby plural and wnflicting identities can co-exist within a democratic
society, but rather as a means to uncover the essential self, an identity that is not socidy
constnicted.
Chapter Five (5) concludes that the Reconcephialists. though providiig practices
that explore the nature of identity, do not offer an approach that leads to a democratic

citizenship curriculum.

Chapter Six (6)introduces Critical Pedagogy as an approach to curriculum that
functions somewhat as a synthesis of both Reconstnictionist and Reconceptuaiist thought,
and like Thomas Bridges, understands the necessity of 'narrative imagination' to a

citizenship education. Although the ideas presented here have been signifcantly infomied
by the work of Paulo Frein, this chapter focuses on North Amencan criticai pedagogy,

primarily the representative work of Henry A. Giroux, Roger Simon and Peter McLaren.

Critical Peciagogy understands the vdue for curriculum to foster an mrarenessof
the socially constnicted nature of identity. It recogaizes the contradiction in attempts to

defme democracy while simultaneously avoiding references to universal concepts. Within
the understanding of this contradiction Critical Pedagogy has been successfui in

articulating a democratic citizenship education.
Cntical Pedagogy puts fonuard several recommendations for cumculum that

inciude and emphasize forms of analytis of the nature identity. It understands that

examinhg the nature of identity aiiows thc individuai to chaiienge potentially oppressive
structures. Understanding the socially constnicted nature! of identity is thus seen as a way
to examine and challenge hegemony and therefore -te

an environment in which a

democratic citizenship can be pursued. Interwoven with this is an understanding that with
an awareness of the socidy constnicted nature of identiây one cm, it is hoped, achieve an

identity that exists both within and independent of the hterpretive fnunework defmed by

one's particularistic p u p . thus a civic culture can be fonned .
Chapter Six (6) conciudes with a synthesis of ideas from Social Reconstructionisrn,
Reconceptualist and Cntical Pedagogy which is presented as an articulation of a concephial
framework for a democratic citizenship education.
Chapter Seven (7)investigates educational h

a theory and its implications for

democratic citizenship e d u d o n . It is framed as a cornparison between traditional drama in

education theory as pnsented by Peter Slade and Brian W a y and more recent developments
as presented by Augusto Boai, Gavin Bolton and Dorothy Heathcote.

It demonstrates that traditional educational drama theory is based on an incorrect
interpretation of the educational value of drama. Drama, rather than providing
oppohinities for lived experience, as traditionalists would argue, actually provides

opportunities to objectify iived expenences.
The ability for drama to explore social themes across the curricuium is examined as
weil its power to provide the opgortünities for perceptions to be explored- The acting

procedure is describeci as a process by which the socially constnictd nature of identity is
explored.

Chapter Seven (7) concludes that drarna can be a potentiaiiy powerful forrn of
practice within a democratic citizenship education because it can form the basis upon which
to develop an interdisciplinary curriculum; it provides opportunities for sîudent experience
to be validated and examined creating situations where action, reflection

upon action, and

further action c m be experienced; it c m help develop hopeful visions of the future; and

primarily it provides a process by which the sociaiiy wnstnicted nature of identity c m be
andyzed.

Chapter Eigbt (8) will sexve as a summary of the main ideas and fmdings in the
descriptive study.

Chapter Two

The previous chaptet introduced the idea that democratic citizenship education and
drama in education may share cornmon ground in te-

of îheir relatiooship to identity

formation. This chapter w i i l seek to establish what is meant here by democratic cititenship
education and wiil begin to clarify why an understanding of identity formation is important
to it-

Democ~aticcitizenship wili be posed as a challenge to cwent citizenship pmctices
and current social and economic organization. Traditional education WU be examineci as

that which supports the current social and economic order. Dernomatic citizeaship
education is therefore presented here as a challenge to both traditional education and an
attempt at social transformation.
Identity formation will be explored in the context of Thomas Bridges' vision of a
democratic civic culture. It will be explainecl that to effectively chaiienge the current liberal

democracy and its implicit social inequality, a chic culnire must be developed where its

citizenry is aware of the sociaîly constmcted nature of its' identity.
According to Citizenship and Immigration Canada (2000),a citizen is 02: who has
the nght and respomibiity : to participate in the Nitical pmcess either by ninning for

goveniment or by voting; to becorne educated in either official language; to help others in
the community; to care for and protect our heritage and environment; to obey Canada's
laws; to express opinions freely while respecting the rights and fmedoms of others; and to

eliminate discrimination and injustice.' Citizenship thus involves questions related to the
nature of community,justice, care, respoasibility, goveniment, freedom, social interaction,

respect - essentially it involves questions related to values. Citizenship is how we relate to
these issues and how we participate in shaping our communities. It foliows then that

'Citizenship and Immigration Canada, A J .oQkAt
Works and Governent S e ~ c e s2000),
,
30

(Ottawa: Mioister of RiMic

citizemhip education deals with values that fmd expression in how we participate in the
political process and how we involve ouiselves in Our communities.
According to the classical Greek definition "...citizenship education was seen as
inhinsicaUy political, designed to educate the citizen for intelligentand active participation
in the civic community. Moreover, intelligence was viewed as an extension of ethics, a

manifestation and demonstraîion of the doctrine of the gimd and just Me?

Citizenship

education would thus include matters conceming justice and perceptions influencing our
definitions of the good He. Citizenship education in a democracy would also include issues
related to democratic organization and participation and understanding the nature of civic
community. This defintion, however, does not characterize citizenship education in most
American and Canadian schools today.
Canadian and Amencan schools currently do not make overt the relationship

between politics, schooling, and the functions of concepts of "the good and just Me'' This
is not because educators have failed to see this relationship; in fact, in the eady histocy of
Canadian and American public schooling, education was used openly as a means of social

control? During the t h e when the two nations were being formed through massive
European immigration, the school was seen as a place to eliminate diversity among
immigrant groups and promote cultural homogeneity. Michael W. Apple, has written
extensively about sociai control in education and has looked at its historical ongins in the
American education system. He uses the following quote from the urban historian Cari F.
Kaestle to illuminate his ideas. First Kaestle quotes from the 1850 New York City
mitman's Monthly Journal,

" Henry A. Giroux,

-R

Books Ltd., 1983).
- . 168
Michael ~ p p l e~deolopv
,
and

(London: Heinemann Educational

(NewYork and London: Routledge, 1990),

64-67

Henry A. Giroux,
Books Ltd., 1983), 169
Ken Osborne,
Education Foundation, 1991), 21-23

&ondon: Heinemann Educational

. ..

fotontreal: Our Schools/Our Selves

" Our readers wilt agree with us that for the effectua1 defecation of the
Stream of life in a great city, there is but one recwing agent - one infallible
filter - the school..."' Kaede clarifies with "Most schoohen were
probably not adverse to the success of limited numbers of the poor through
education,but the schools' mission - and most promoters were quite frank
about it - was to inculcate coopeative attitudes among the city's children
whatever the vicissitudes of urban Me might briag them...The schools
reflected the attitude of the general native public, who wished to
Americanize the habits, not the status, of the immigrant."
But this view of schooling changed in the eariy 1900s as the scientific management
movement deveIoped and influenced the field of curriculum. This stated purpose of
education was dismissed in order for schools to confonn to the increasingly popular

industrial models of technical efficiency. New production methods had emerged whereby

workers were involved in the production of one part only of a larger design, labour
relations were becoming increasingly hierarchical, and dependency upm others for food

and shelter was developing. With the changing nature of the economy schools began to reformulate their social function which becarne the fitting of the individual into the eçonomy.

Particular skilIs and behavior patterns were taught with the intention of producing better
and more efficient workers and citizens.

The curriculum field, which was itself frnding definition at this time, developed a
body of work lmown as "scientific curriculum making." Two theorists in particular,

Franklin Bobbitt and W.W. Charters, embodied this approach and have significantly
influence the field of cwriculum. Borrowing from the scientific management rnovement
they advanced a theory of curriculum construction that was based upon the differentiation

of educational objectives that were determined by identifying the narrow functions of a

-

p

p

p

p

p

Car1F. Kaestle as quoted in Michael Apple, ldeologv(New York and
London: Routledge, 1990), 66
Ibid., 66

socially efficient adult M
e.' Another theorist, Frederick Bonscr, advocated a curriculum
that was based upon the procedures of job analysis?
Kaestie points out thet 'These developments would transform the ideal of equaüty
of educational opportunity in America for they made segregaîion - by cumicululum, social
class, projected vocational d e - fundamental to the worlMgs of the school?

The scientifiic management movemmt was itsdf d e c t i v e of a larger iddogical
shift. The rise of a 'positivist' culture had been happening since the Enlightenment of the
Eighteenth Century. Positivist attitudes encompassed: "1)the validation of cognitive
thought by experience of facts; 2) the orientation of cognitive thought to the physical
science as a mode1 of certainty and exactness; 3) the belief that progress in lcnowledge
depends on this orientation. "'O
Many thiders have intexpreted the rise of culturai positivism in the Twentieth
century to be a result of Eolightenment concepts. The Franlcfurt School of Cntical Theory
offers an interpretation of this that has had considerable influence upon educational aaalysis

and concepts of citizenship education that is worthy of a discussion with respect to

ideology.
The Enlightenment was represented by a group of Frmch intellectuals including
Denis Diderot during the latter haU of the Eighteenth century. It is defined "as the pmject
of dispelling darkness, fear and superstition; of removing a i i the shackles from free inquiry
and debate. It opposed the traditional powers and beliefs of the Church (branded as

'superstition') and raised questions of political legitimacy. AU received or traditional
notions,and social relations, were to be made subject to the smtiny of the public, and

'Michael Apple, 9
(New York and London: Routiedge, 1990),
64-67
. .. (New York:
William Schuber&,Cumculum:
Pb13

Macmillan. 1986), 76-78
Car1 F. ~ a e s t l e& quoted in Michael Apple,
London: Routledge, 199û), 67
' O Herbert Marcuse as quoted in Henry Giroux,
(London: Heinemann Educationai Books Ltd., lm),14

(NewYork and

therefore, collective- a inter-subjective - use of raison."' ' The politics and commerce of
the tirne were chanicterized by m o n liberal social arxangements than before, and, following
Newton's discoveries, science and technology flourished. ''This was the epoch which first
came to terms with extensive and tangible improvements in many a n a of
~ life affected by

the application of science, giving nse to the drearn of a world radically improved, ordered,
engineered, mastered. The idea of the improvement of the human race, and of 'moral
progress' was boni. The desite to master nature developed into the dream of mastering
society and hist~ry."'~The Fianldurt School saw a disaster in this dream. They argued

that this new faith in reason and science conûibuted to the culture of positivism which had

many negative impliications including a disregard for the absbact and the restriction of
human thought.
Herbert Marcuse said that "positivism is a stniggle agaiost all metaphysics."13

Max Horkheimer argued that positivism "presented a view of knowledge and
science that stripped both of their critical possibilities. Knowledge was reduced to the

exclusive province of science and science itseif was subsumed within a methodology that
limited scientific activity to the description, classification, and generalization of
phenornena, with no care to distinguish the unimportant from the e~sential."'~

And Habermas concluded that,

"...ln the second half of the nineteenth century ,during the course of the
reduction of science to a productive force in industnal society, positivism,
historicism, and pragmatism, each in tum, isolate one part of this al1
encompassing concept of rationality. The hitherto undisputed attempts of
the great theories to reflect on the cornplex of life as a whole is henceforth
itself discredited as dogrna... The spontaneity of hop,the art of taking a
position, the experience of relevance or indiffetence, and above al1 the
response to suffering and oppression, the desire for adult autonomy, the
will to emancipation, and the happiness of d i s c o v e ~ gone's identify - d l
these are dismissed for al1 tirne from the obligation interest of ruison "15
Stuart Sim,
(Cambridge: Icon Books Ltd., 1998), 239
Ibid.
l 3 Herbert Marcuse "One Dimensional Man", 1964 as quoted in Henry A. Giroux,
a
n
d(London: Heinemann Educatiod Books Ltd., 1983), 14
l4 Max Horkheimer "Critical Theory", 1972 as quoted in Ibid., 14
l5 Jiirgen Habermas 'Theory and Practice", 1973 as quoted in Ibid., 12
l2

The Frankfurt School argued that as a result of this, mas-cultural institutionssuch
as schools took on a new d e . "Culture had become another industry, one which not o d y
produced goods but aiso legitimated the logic of capital and its institutions. Rather than
king an escape fmm the mechanid work process, the cultural realm becomes an
extension of it."16
This is certaidy reflected in "scientific curriculum making" where the curriculum

sought to pattern itself upon the economic d e l . It should be noted that "scientific
curriculum making" de-emphasized the arts as important subjects in conhast to the
elevation of mathematics and science. With this new educational purpose the idea of a
citizen as one who "actively participates in the civic community" changed to one who
satisfies the needs of the economy. The politicai realm was removed from the educational
realrn and citizenship education became about confonnity.
"...when educaîional theory and practice in the twentieth century shiftted the
philosophical basis of schooling fmm the political to the technical,
schooling was no longer jusbûed in ternis of political values and concems;
the theoretical pillars upon which a new rationale was constructed were
efficiency and control With the age of scientifîc management came the
celebration of a new rationality and the removal of "the political" fmm the
terrain of schooling. Citizenship edwation became entwined in a "culture of
positivism," one that displayed little interest in the ways in which schwls
acted as agents of social and cultural reproduction in a Society marked by
simcant inequities in wealth, power and pn~ilege."~'

This is the form of citizenship education that still characterizes schools taday and

although it does not appear as a mandate of public education, it, nonetheles, is taught.
This has occurred through the hidden curriculum ,that which "...refers to those underlying
noms, values and attitudes that are often transmitted tacitly through the social relations of
the school and cla~sroom:"~~
through the overt curriculum, referring hem to the selection of

skills and knowledge considered valuable to leam, through the interplay between the two
curricula, and through teaching practices. What is king suggested is that values, that fmd

expression in the interactions between students, students and teachers, teachers and
l6

"

Ibid., 25
Ibid., 170

administrators etceteras, as well as in the relationships to knowledge and d e r cultural
manifestations, are transmitîed, through the experience of schooling, and these values
reflect attitudes towards citizenship. Ken Osborne, in Teaching for Dernomtic Citizenship
describes the process,

"In a thousand different ways, deliberately and accidentaily, explicitly and
implicitly, by example and by instmction, by what they say and do as weli
as by what they do not say and do,teachers help students to arrive at a way
of seeing and interpreting the worid. They teach them to be more or Iess
active or passive, independent or submissive, cooperative or competitive,
generous or seülsh, trusthg or fearful, and so on. And al1 these qualities
have an impact on political He. They influence the extent to which students
do or do not involve themselves in political life, both smd-p and large-pThey influence the way they view and deal with other people, m d thus
shape the nature of neighborhood, cornmunity and society at large. My
word for this is citizenship. AU teachers teach it. They cannot avoid it.
Every time they give an instruction, ask a question, deal with an
interruption, take up an answer, make a comment, they are conveying a
view of how the worid works and how people should behave. Citizenship
is not all those lessons on goverment in social studies classes. That is
civics. Nor it is the singing of the national anthem or the celebration of
ceremonid occasions. Those are patriotic exercises. Citizenship is far more
than t h i ~ . " ~ ~

He argues that this kind of citizenship education has generally lead to a passive, conformist
understanding of citizenship. Giroux, cornes to the same conclusion in an analysis of how
knowledge is viewed in this educational approach.
"Knowledge in this perspective resides in a notion of objectivity and
detachment that renders questions concerning the production and
legitimation of its form and content irrelevmt...Not only is knowledge
objectified in this rationality, it is usually d u c e d to the mastery of technical
decisions for ends aiready decided...this mode1 of citizenship education
ends up supporting, through its methodologies and content, behavior that is
adaptive and conditioned, rather than active and critical...Teachers and
students within this content are expected to be either passive consumers or
transmitters of knowledge, rather than negotiators of the world in which
they work and a~t."~'

Although there are pockets of people al1 over successfidly seeking to actively s&ape
and transfom their communities, politics in general is currently distinguished by a lack of

'* Ibid., 198

. ..

(Montreal: Our Schools/Our Selves
Ken Osborne, Teacbipp for
Education Foundation, 1991), 117
20 Henry Giroux, m o r y and.Resistance(London: Heinemann Educational
Books Ltd., 1983), 178
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participation. The absence of an active citizenship educationin schools ody mflects a
larger social phenornenon. Osborne asserts that, "The sbte of democratic citizenship
leaves much to be desired Canadian Society continues to be characterized by unacceptable

inequalities. Large groups of people are effectively excluded from the politicai pro ces^.'^^

The current liberal dernomatic process has supjmrted the rise of corporate capitalism
and with that the unequai distribution of resowces. Wealth has continued to be shared by a
smaller percentage of the population and ow political pmcess has allowed wealth to be

synonymous with power. This inequality has increased with the rise of corporate
globalization. According to the United Nations Human Development Report (1999),"Since
the 1970s in the United States, the top 1%of households have doubled their share of the

national wealth. The top 1%now have more wealth than the entire bottom 95%-...The
assets of the top three billionaires are more than the combied Gross Domestic Product of
the least developed countries which have a total population of more than 600 million.'2

Wïth this inequality a cynicisrn towards the democratic process has developed. In a recent
article on economic democracy in the Canadian Centre For Policy Alternatives Monitor,

John Richmond argues "Political democracy has becorne a charade...No matter who is in
power, they aii grease the wheels of the corporate agenda, making voting and politics seem
like a bigger and bigger waste of time."

This corporate agenda has also made its way into the policy formation of public
schools. Policies are being justifiedin relation to the goals of an intemationally competitive
econorny including the reduction of educational funding and the promotion of economic

and cultural partnerships between public schools and private corporations. "Recent

Canadian and Amencan commentaries have continued to point to the hegemonic vision and

. ..
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logic of corporate capitalism and individual consumerism as the still-domhant justifjing
framework within which such (educational poiicy) decisions are king made."24

IfDemocratic CitizenshipEducafion chaiienges the current nature of citizensbip
education as that which supports the 'status quo' and the 'status quo' is characterized by a
lack of democratic participation and an wjust distribution of resowces, then Democratic
Citizenship Mucation demands the posing of the question - 1s Democratic Citizenship

Education about challenging this current state of iiberal democracy and seeking to
encourage active participation towards social change, or is it about supporthg the status

quo? If it is about social change, then what are the cmicular impications of this?

The ideology of Thomas Bridges,encompasses a type of a Democratic Citizenship
Education that opposes the current form of liberal democracy. In his book,

..

ivic Culture. Bridges calls for a challenge to liberal

democracy and corporate globalization, and articulates a vision of citizenship and
citizenship education. He, like the Frankfut School, interprets the current crisis in liberal
democracy as rooted in Enlightenment world views, which, he maintains have been the
cultural vehicle for the hegemony of this economic and political v e r .

He argues that Enlightenment world views embody universalistic concepts of
nature, freedom, reason, and knowledge. "Its' claim was to provide a purely universal

language for a universa1 humanity, a language purged of ali perspectives grounded in

particulaistic reiigious belief and the accidents of local h i ~ t o r y ' ' ~These concepts have
defmed cultural modernity, and he argues, have seemed inseparable from economic and
technological modernization. They provided "an interpretation of the basic liberal
democratic ideas of individual freedom and equality and were used to articulate the concept
of political justice underlying liberal political institutions...notions of social contract,
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natural human rights, ideas of authentic individuality and autonomous personhod"16
The scientific method was seen as the harbiigerof universal trutbs and therefore
cultural neutrality and objeetivity. These eolightenment concepts of
e ~ t e e supposedly
d
reason and knowledge have led many Ewopeaas and Amerkaus to beîieve that they should

and could adopt a universalistic, culture-neutral, value-free standpoint on a l i cognitive,

moral and political mat ter^."^' These concepts axe hostile to other religious, ethnic and
political traditions and look down upon cultufai particularism. But, "It has become clear
that this totalizing cultural posture is itself a f o m of Western cultural particularism,'" that

has b e n used to protect particular private interests in the economic sphere by the

subordination and exploitation of other particular groups.
Liberal democratic institutions have used the rhetoric of these universai concepts to
justify themselves and have hidden the way in which they in fact perpetuate forms of social
injustice. The question Bridges seeks to answer is how to refomulate democratic

citizenship in a way that does not employ concepts from the Enlightemnent and which is
supportive of pludistic societies, and simultaneously supportive of democratic
organization and goals. He believes the answer lies in the development of a civic culture, a
citizenry that is aware of the social construction of identity.
Social identity, he reasons, is formed within the particularistic group by which an

individual is disthguished. Values, inclucüng what constitutes 'the good life' and what
determines personal worth, shape identity. These values are learned unconsciously within
the particular groups within which one is located. These values will include both a f f i g
and oppressive constructs but the point here is that they are socially constructed. These

values are for&

through narratives offered by particular cultural communities.

Narratives, in this context, are understood prirnarily as life stories, many of which find
expression in popular media.

" Ibid., 6
"

'*

Ibid., x
Ibid., x

" The way in which human beings achieve sehmderstanding as desiring,
living beings is embodïed iinguistidy through d o n , in the form of the
Iife story.... Lûe stories are narratives of desin in the sense that they
provide a linguistic representation of the quest for the good, the quest for
the object of desire. But H e stories are nanatives of desire, also in the
sense that they constitute the way in which desire itseif becornes inteiligible
to itself as human desire. The story of his or ber M e that a péirticular person
relates to others is a constniction of hop, ordmd by a plot tbat anticipates,
as the narrative closure or conclusion ,the eventual possession of the object
of desire, the eventual realization of some particdar concept to the good
life." 29
In the ideal civic culture, the culture where people fmm dflerent groups come
together to organize democratically, that Bridges envisions, people would develop an

awareness of the constructed nature of their identities. The concept of self (identity), is thus
removed form the ideological underpinniags of universality, and is understaxi as being

constructed by particular 'narratives of desire' formeci in particular groups. Life stories are
open ended narratives vulnerabie to continual reinterpretation and reconstruction as values

change and new understandings are formed that put events in a new light. When this

concept is understood one can develop the capacity to becorne the author of one's own
narrative. Following this ability to perceive the social construction of one's identity, it is

hoped, that one can achieve an identity that exists both witbin and independent of the
interpretive framework defrned by a particular life narrative. A civic culture can then be
formed. Bridges refers to this understanding of the socially constnicted nature of identity
as narrative imagination and suggests that it is this type of imagination that chic education

should develop.
"A capacity for chic freedom consists of a capacity to incorporate into every
narratively constructeci identity or self a recognition and affiirmation of its
own narratively constructed status. This is to say that the capacity for chic
freedom is the capacity to construct a human Me narrative as an opencriterion narrative....To develop this capacity, citizens must... exercise a
very peculiar form of narrative imagination...It is the task of civic education
to cultivate this f m of irnaginati~n?~

"
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In this context of a critique of totalizing Enlightenment concepts, it is necessary to
clarify that the tenn democracy c m be undentood as a concept that fixes notions of

citizenship to essentid categories such as nation state. If democracy is understood,
though, according to Torhg's definition of radical democracy as the pmject to "extend

egalitarian participation and emancipatory stniggie to ail social spheres in such a way as to
recognize pluraiity of identity, not as essential or transcendent, but as sociaiiy

con~tnicted,"~~
then citizenship is not aüached to an essentid category. Citizenship, as a
f o m of sociai identity, is constituted within the realm of social experience and is not
tran~cendent.~"

Fundamental to the interpretation of citizenship and citizenship education offered
here is an understanding of the nature of identity as sociaily constructed in the context of a
democracy supportive of quai participation and sociai transformation among ail social
spheres. What approaches to curriculum w ï ü accommodate this kind of citizenship
education? What tools are available to educattors that will help foster this form of 'narrative

imagination'?

This chapter has shown that current educational practices, foiiowing the lead of the
scientific management movement, have contributeci to a citizenship education that is passive
and conformist. But curriculum theories have developed that attempt to challenge main
strearn educational practice and articulate strategies that advance social transformation.

The next chapters will examine some of these theories. They wiii be d y z e d in ternis of
their insights into citizenship education, including a look at how they deal with issues
pertaining to identity.
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Chapter T h e

The previous chapter introduced an ideal citizenship education as that which
deals with values that find expression in how we participate in the politicai process and
how we involve ourseives in Our communities. This form of citizenship education was

contrasteci to that which is practiced within traditional North American schools- It was
demonstrated that traditional e d u d o n leads to a passive, conformist view of citizenship

where issues related to political participation and active cornrnunity involvement are not

addressed and forms of social inequity are in fact supported. Positivist culture. with its
roots in Enlightement concepts of reason and truth, was exarnined for its effects on

schooling and on the current practice of liberal democracy. It was shown that the social

acceptance of the concept of universal values and an emphatic faith in the scientific method
as the harbinger of truth has lead to a disregard for other forms of knowiedge and inquiry,
as well as a hostility towards pluralistic societies where the interests of some are protected

while others are subordinated. It was argued that a challenge to this would involve the
creation of a democ.ratic civic culture not goundecl in universal concepts, but rather,

grounded in the sociaiiy constructed nature of identity. It was concluded that Democratic
Citizenship education would thus involve a chalienge to traditional education and the
pursuit of the awareness of the socialiy constructed nature of identity in the context of
social transformation. This chapter begins the examination of some cumcdum theories that
address these concepts of a democratic citizenship education.

Although traditional educational practices have dominated schwling, it has not
done so without protest. Opposition to scientific curriculum making formed alongside with

it. As early as the 1920s,alternative curriculum strategiee were king advocated. One such

alternative has become known as the ReconstructionistMovement and includes the work of

Boyd H. Bode, George S. Counts, John Dewey, William H. Kilpatrick, and Harold O.

Rugg. They strongly believed that education had a significant role to play in the
development of a democratic society.
The Reconstmctionists interpreted their society as &mg in a state of mord decay
with a crumbling social order. Dernocracy itself was in question as, in c m n t practice, it

seemed to lack clarity in intent and purpose. Boyd H.Bode commented

" it is not dear that this historie conception of democracy represents a mal
contribution to the world's thinking on the subject of social urganization. It
seems to boil down to the confusion that a people living chiefly under rival
conditions and not sehously threatened by foreign enemies can a o r d to
take its dictatorship in small doses and in a great variety of f o t ~ n s . " ~ ~
The Reconstnictiouistswere firm believers in democracy as a fmm of social
control, but thought that it needed to be Reconstructed to beüer reflect both its principles

and practices. They understood education as one means by which social problems codd
be rectified and democracy re-built. The purpose of education, they postulatecl, was
fundamentdly social and should be concerned wiîh human welfare. T h e economic,
political and social problems arising out of presentday conditions nquire a k b d of insipht
and disposition which we expect to corne in large part f o m the sch001s.'"~

Traditional educational practices, in their view, only contributeci to the problems
tbat they perceived in society. Traditional schools did not manage themselves according to

democratic principles and, in fact, created an environment where students developed
behavioua coatrary to democratic participation. John Dewey outlined that in traditional
sctiools, the subject matter and skills required to be leamed were handed d m from the
p s t and tmnsnaitted to the student via the textbook, mediated by the teacher who h3d

authority over the students. Students in this view were likened to empty vessels, waiting
to filled. This required the students to adopt attitudes of docility, recepvity and obedience

Boyd H. Bode, as quoted in Sheila V.M. Toews, "Boyd H. Bode: His Life, Work, and
Commitmcnt To Dcmocracy and Dcmocratic Curriculum." Mastcr's Thcsis., University of
Manitoba., 1996,78
34BoydH. Bode, "The Confusion in Present Day Education," in W. H. Kilpatrick (ed.),
F
e (NY: Amo Fkss and the NY Times, 1971), 3
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and also rendered subject matter irrelevanL Among the negative effecîs of this practice,

was the development of bad habits,

"those in charge of such schoois practically shut their eyes to the bad traits
built in the many by a ~ g h ofe assigning tasks under penalty with small
regard to individual interest or readuiess. Youth, w o e g thus without
heart in what they do, üve, and so tend to l e m , inattention, dawdling, and
slipshod habits. Of the less vigorous, many leam s u b s e ~ e n c yand
fmstration: while the more vigorous l e m resentment, rebelliousness, and
antagonism; and many of both kinds leam cheating to make grades
otherwise denied them. The list of bad traits thus built is long and ~ g l y . " ~ ~

Bode argued that one of the signif~cautproblems with traditional education was the
way in which it compartmentalized subject matter. He saw this as a phenomenon outside of
schools as we& perceiving it as detrimental because it leads one to think in separate and

fixed tems and malies one inhibited to deviate from these patterns. Consequently, one
"acquire(s) an insensitiveness to contradictions in beliefs and practice~.'"~
Not only did it

lead to narrow modes of thinking, but as issues were perceived ody from within th&
separate compartrnents, relationships between issues were not perceived. As Bode

believed that schools were influenced by outside interests, he noted that this process of
compartmentalization aliowed for social institutionsto hide their implication to social
issues, for example, unemployment
"Our educational practicc of compartmentalizationnot oniy keeps basic
problems out of sight, but adds to the dBîculty of locating them. At
present, for example, our miliions of unemployed are curiously disposed to
take their misfortune as merely 'bard luck', to be e n d m as best they
can...That such views should prevail when we are dealing with a

phenomenon which is obviously a matter of social organization, pure and
simple, is passing shange.""
The Reconstructionists were aware of the role schods played in supporthg a
cnrmbling social order, but they believed that just as schools could play a destructive role,
with appropriate and sigdïcant changes and guidance, they could equally play a

n t asserted jfust by Dewey and then
constructive role. Among the ~ i ~ c achanges
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supported by the others in the movement) was that education should be grounded in a
philosophy of education and that this philosophy should be based on a philosophy of
experience that in turn was in harmony with the principles of growth3* Tme leaming
occurs only through experience, and "Experienceis tnily experience ody when objective

conditions are subordinated to what goes on within the individuals having the e ~ p e r i e n c e " ~ ~

This notion is in sharp contrast to the traditional view of students as empty vessels where it
is th&

expenences that must be subordinated in order to accommodate objective

conditions.

But Dewey was caceful to clarify that not ali experiences were supportive of a
reconstnicted education in the service of democracy. Some experïences were in fact
destructive, or as Dewey put it, miseducative, and education and experience were thus not
tct

be directly equated with each d e r . The difference between an educative and a

miseducative experience lay in the differing efTect they had upon future experience.
Miseducative experiences were those that, for example, developed iosensitivity,

impatience. or a lack of thoughâulness and therefore had a negative impact on future
experiences. For instance, one with these developed negative characteristicsmay not be
able to appreciate the richness of a future experience and therefore begin a process of
restncting future opportunities. On the contrary, educative experiences were those that
iead to further educative experiences, thus expanding the opportunity set and possibiiities

for learning. This understanding of experience was known as the experiential

c o c t i n u ~ m . " ~Dewey
~
observed that traditional education offered an excess of

miseducative experiences:
"...the experiences which were had, by pupils and teachers alike, were
largely of a wrong kind. How many students, for example, were rendered
cailous to ideas, and how many lost the impetus to leam because of the way
in which leaming was experienced by them.? How may acquired special
skills by means of automatic drili so that theu power of judgment and
capacity to act întelligentiy in new situation was limied? How many came
38
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to associate the leaming process with ennui and boredom? How many
found what they did Ieam so foreign to the situation of life outside the
s c h d as to give them no power of controt over the iattcr? How many
came to associate books with duU dnidgery, so that they were
'conditioned"' to aü but flashy nading mater?'

He counselled that experience needed to be evaluated in tems of two quaüties, its
level of agreeableneu and disagreeableness,and its influence on further experience. The
first was easy to judge but the second presented considerable challenges to educators and

should, in fact. be their prhary concem.

"The effect of an experience is not borne on its face. It sets a problem to the
educator. It is his business to arrange for the kind of experiences which,
while they do not repel the student, but rather engage his activities are,
nevertheles more than immediately enjoyable since they promote having
desirable future experiences. Just as no man lives or dies to himself, so no
experience lives and dies to itseif. Whoiiy independent of desire or intent,
every experience iives on in further experiences. Hence the central problem
of an education bas4 upon experience is to select the End of present
experiences that live f ~ t f u l l and
y creatively in subsequent experiences"z

But how were educators to arrange for such educative experiences? Where were they to
find expenences of this quality from which to select? The Reconstructionists argued
strongly that educators should go outside of the classroom. The necessary resources for

education lay beyond the teKt book and were to be found within the larger community.

Curriculum makers should go to society to select materials of instruction. "(An educator)
must becorne a student of human society and its institutions as well as of the nature of the

~ h i l d . "In
~ ~this conte* teachers would need to leam intirnately about the local cornmunity

and environment around it as weil as be able to utilize it in the creation of educative
experiences. Teachers would also need to provide students with the opportunities for
experiences that taught them about democratic social organization. Students would thus be
encouraged to involve themseives in community action groups and community decision
making. George S. Counts suggested that:
4L
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'The school must be viewed as part of the larger community; and teachers
and classes can share with the citizens outside in democraticaiiy deciding
upon and carrying out such community enterprises as lie wiihin the range of
pupil and saident endeavor Thus to wodc 6 t h adults on reai community
projects will give a dignity to youtMui effort which çan bring leaming
efforts beyond anything otherwise knowdM

WiHiam H. Kilpaûick believed that certain 'social traits' wem required for
democratic sucial organization and argued for community involvement as essential to the
development of these social traits. "The procedures necessary for building certain essentiai
social traits are possible ody in the pursuit of social aims in their natwal and social
settings....Social traits must be socially iived or they f a ~ obe
t effectively lean~ed.'~'

Though the Reconstructionists did not refer s p e ~ . ~ c a lto
l yidentity formation, it is
clear that they understood the role of schooling in identity formation. As a place where
social traits, habits, attitudes and dispositions towards future experiences are leamed, it is a

place where identities are, at least partialiy, fonned. Kilpatrick demonstrates this
understanding:
"We leam what we iive...To accept that the pupils l e m what they live, only
and precisely what they live, and in the degree in which they live it- to
accept these things at once means and demands that attention be directed to
the quality of the Living . The school must hold itself responsible for the
living that goes on under its auspices; for the quality of that living has now
become a matter of supreme importance. That pupils and students leam
what they live means that if their living is of low qudity, they learn that low
quality and build it into character so that they become therefore low quality
persons. The lowquality living did it"&

Although recognizing the role schools play in the construction of identify, the
Reconstructionists did not, however, require that students recognize this. Rather, it was
the responsibility of educators to create the environment where the nght kind of identities

were formed. Behaviours, attitudes, skills, and outlooks were to be developed that were
consistent with democratic citizenship. This was to be done through a curriculum
grounded in a theory of experience. But not grriCiet-3by a theory of experience.

261-262
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Reconstructionists wete clear to make this separationfor they believed tbat for teachers to

be able to choose and evaluate educative experiences they would need a clear criteria of
value or guiding principles by which to make decisions. The goal of democratic
reconstruction must guide curriculum design. Witbout this, a c u ~ c u l u mbased on
experiential leaming, would become absorbed in the self and not consider issues of
democratic social organization. This is how they described the Progressive Education

Movement of their time.
Based upon Dewey's ideology that learning could o d y tmly occur through
experience, a . experientially based curriculum movement, known then as the Progressive
Education Movement, aiso developed at this time and in opposition to traditionai

education. This cuniculum theory has corne to be h o w n as Child Centered Curriculum.

They had a lot in cornmon with the Reconstructionists and shared an opposition to the
traditional view where children were seen as empty vessels waiting to be filled (the

transmission model). They preferred to think of children as seeds, borrowing the
metaphor from the German educator Friedrich Fioebel. The teacher in this context, was a
gardener encouraging the naturai growth of the child and did not play a signifïcant role in
designing experiences. In fact curriculum design, in this view, was largely left to the
students.
The Reconstructionistsargued that this Progressive Movement took the 'nahiral
grorvth' of the child to an extreme, considered guidance from the teacher to be an
interference, and did not distinguish between educative and miseducative experience. They

did not see this movement as contributhg to the social concems of the tirne nor did it
prepare students to understand their role in society, or to participate in shaping it. Dewey
contested, that in regards to experiential learning, 'it is wt a c ~ c u l u m
designeci by the
students for, it is not to l
x asswred that they have the maturity to distinguish between
experiences that initiate appropriate subsequent experiences and those that provide only
36
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immediate enjoyment?"

Counts supported this view by suggesting that, "Guidance in the

construction of the c ~ c u l u m
is to be deriveci from lmowledge about the learner rather
directly from the iearner himseif.'*
The Reconstructionistsargued that curricuium must be designed upon a sound
theory of '"man in ~ociet~.'*~.
Both traditional and chüd centered cumculum were missing
an ethical, moral and social vision. Although the Reconstructionists strongly supported the
scientific method of inquiry and experientiaiiy based learninp, they did not believe they
provided adequate guiding principles and without these, as Bode put it. "..-there is

imminent danger that class interests will brush aside the common g ~ o d , "and
~ as Counts
put it:

;'In the absence of criteria of value, an objective study of human actîvities
wiil not reveal which activities are good and worthy of perpetuation or
which are evil and ment elhination fmm social He.... It would not provide
certain basic critena of value necessary to a definition of social welfare. It
might, to be sure, give us a consensus of popular opinion and show what
men generally regard as valuable. But criteria deterxnind in this manner
would merely reflect the ends for which the society under study might at
tirnes be striving. These ends might include the merciless annihilation of
another people, the enslavement of a less favored race,the exaltation of the
mortification of the flesh, or the perpetuation of some religious, economic,
or political d~gma."~'
Of utmost importance, therefore to a Reconstnicted education was the establishment
of these guiding principles. Democracy alone. could wt represent the guiding p ~ c i p l e
because as rnentioned above, the Reconshuctionists saw that this was regarded with some

confusion. It therefore required definition. Bode provided an articulate definition.
Responding to the chmghg nature of Amencan society, including increased population,

industrialization and urbanization, Bode believed that democracy had to include an
acceptance of and acco~~~~nodation
to change and represent common interats not as static
Dewey.,
Counts., 2.84
49 Ibid.
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Counts., 289.
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but in the context of dynamic and expanding social relationships. This meant that there
could be no absolute reference. His defrnition foiiows:

"...ifthere is no absoiute standard of judgment, then our judgments must be
made in terms of participation in common interests, regardless of other
consideration. Conduct on the part of communities or of individuals must
be evaluated with reference to its effect on promoting common interests
mong men. Liberty grows as the area of cornmon interests is widened.
Democracy then becornes identifid with this principle of relativity as
contrasteci with the abmlutism of dictatorships. There is no middle gound.
From the standpoint of demoçracy the fact that a community is a
community of interests and purposes is the most important thing about i ~ " ~
Bode's view of democracy attempts to avoid the use of universal aad essential
categories, and is thus similar to Torfing's definition presented in chapter two where

democracy was defined as the project to "...extend egalitarian participation and
emancipatory struggle to all social spheres in such a way as to recognize p1uraIi5 of
identity, not as essential or transcendent, but as socially constructed." Ptomoting 'common
interests among men' is similar in intent to the 'extension of egalitarian participation and

emancipatory struggle to all social spheres' if common interests is understood as egalitarian
participation and emancipatory struggle. Bode's consideration that it must accommodate
change in ternis of expanding social relations keeps the idea of democracy h m attaching

itself to a fured category.

in this definition the Reconstructionists seem aware of the danger of fixing democracy to a
category that may, in fact, prove to be exclusive or exploitative of certain groups in society.
However, there is a contradiction within their thinking that they seemed not aware. This

lies in the.American nationalism as represented in their faith in the American people.
Addressing the possibility for democratic reconstruction. Rugg stated that the Arnerican

people "are govemed by peaceable intentions, by a spirit of live and iet live-even, live and

help live."

" Bode claimed that, "As Our nationai faith gains a dearer understanding of

itself, we will be deepened and strengthened and the genius of the American people will be

" Bode,as quoted in "Boyd H. Bode: His Life, Work, and Cornmitment To Democracy
and Dernocmtic Curriculum.", 80

set free to maice its distinctive contribution to the welfan and happiness of mankindnS4Did
these peaceable intentions or this genius apply o d y to the American people or to all people?
How were the American people def~ned?Did they, for example, include fust nations
people? Were the Amencan people somehow different than the rest of mankind to which
Arnericans were to make a contribution? Although d e f h g it to the contrary, it seems as if

they did fix democracy to American nationdism.
But pe-rhapsthis faith in the Arne*

people does not represent democracy as fmed

to the American nation. but rather to a belief in the transcendent nature of the human spirit.

Given the right circumstances, including a Reconstmcted education, the 'peaceable
intentions' would shine through, suggesting that The Reconstructionists viewed that the
values of a democratic society were indistinct from theïr own primary values, perhaps that

of personai freedom and self-fuifilimentfor dl.
There are other inferences to be made h m Reconstnictionist writings, that suggest
3 form

of exclusion. The Reconstructionists imply an understanding of culture as

homogenecous. An ideal dernmcy has one culture, b a d upon values determiLled by that

culture. This is evident in Counts' description of educational goals in whkh there is an
assumption of a unified group with a single spiritual cohesiveness.

"The end of education is to be found...in the growth of the power of the
leamer to cope with his environment...to give him master over his world
and to make him a guardian of the spirilual possessions of the group.""
Perhaps this idea of a single culture is most reveaied in their understanding of identity. As
described above, the educator should have an awareness of the swiaiiy constructeci nature

of identity so that they can manipulate student expience to shape identities consistent with
democratic participation. Identities not consistent mth this are considered wrong, and need
to be changed. There is no understanding that a plurality of identities is formed within the

particularistic groups in American society or that some of these rnay include values that are
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conflicting with democracy but still provide meaning and significance to people's Eves.
Without an appreciation of the plural and codicting nature of identity formation, this form
of citizenship education may in fact be hostile to p l d s t i c communities. How can a
dernocratic citizenship ducation then proceed? This points to a raiionale for developing an

awareness of the socidly constructeci nature of identity, not so the educator m3y manipulate
identities but for individuais, including educators, to attempt to seek an identity beyond the

framework of their already fomed self-perception.
Before rnoving on to see how other curriculum theory has dealt with this issue, it
will be useful to briefly summarize the Reconstructionist approach so that it can be easily

compared and contrasted to other approaches. It may be that only in cornparison to other
approaches that their contxibution will be fully understood. The Reconstructionists
possessed a strong belief that the schools could play a role in social change, in rebuilding

dernocracp. Education though, would have to undergo some simcant
to met this challenge. These changes would include:

changes if it were

a c u m d w n designed with an

understanding of the role of experience in education: a relatiomhip to the community and
environment outside of the schools whereby they are used as educational resources and
locations where community action can be practiced, an understanding that experiences must
be had within the context of democratic participation; an interdisciphary approach

avoiding compartmentaiization; stmctwing of life within the schooi to be refiective of
democratic principles and ethical and moral relationships; and a curriculum designed

within a well dculated moral and ethical vision of democracy that does not daim
universdity.

Despite their view of culture as homogeneous and their iack of recognition of the
conflicting and pluralistic nature of identity formation, the Social Reconstructionists were
aware of the role that schooling played in identity formation. This aspect of schooling has
corne under examination in studies of the hidden cmicdum. These snidies thoroughïy

anaiyzed this concept of identity f o d m within schoding and demand that more

attention be given to it These theones will be examined in the next chaprr.

Chapter Four

The previous chapter introduced the Social Recoostruetionists whose appmach to
curriculum was rooted in an understanding of educaîion as a powerful tool in the
development of a democratic Society . Their approach was analyzed in terms of its
implications for citizenship education. It was noted that their assumption of a
homogeneous society and their lack of recognition of plurai and codicting identities
undermine the inclusivity of their approach and question its ability to M y achieve a

democratic citizenship.

The idea that education can act as a powerful tool in the development of a
demoaatic society has since been challenged. This chapter wiii examine the work of some

theories of the hidden curriculum, including social and cultural reproduction theories îhat
began to emerge in the education literanire in the 1Q70s, speçifically the work of Bowles
and Gintis and Paul Wdlis. These theories have had considerable impact on curriculum

development and have indeed aitered Our understaadhg of the nature of cmiculum. They
have demanded a recognition that curriculum is not only formal content and teaching

methods but a complex nexus of social, ecowmic and cultural ifluences that more o h
than not reproduce economic inequality and maintain the hegemony of the dominant culture

and modes of capitalkt production.
These theones developed in part as a response to the continued efforts at education
reform that have continued since the 1930s. This chapter will t h d o r e also introduce the
reform movement of the 1%ûs to establish the context into which socid and cultural

reproduction theories emerged.
Social and school criticism that lead to the teform movement of the 1960s and
1970s was already findïng a voice in the 1950s. Paul Goodman, a forerumer of the free

school movement, wrote & o w b 1ID A b s u in 1956 as an inquiry into the problem of

disaffecteci youth. He criticizedorganized governmentand pdicy making for structwing
society in such a way as to create alienationand increase social problems. For example, he

discussed the issue of social housing, primarily for Blacks and Hispanics, and found that
the policies related to this were such that they exacerbated the problem; for example, the
whole sale destruction of slums destmyed communities, the consüuction of one m m flats

excluded or made it difftcult for families, the relation of subsidy to income punished those
who eamed above a certain (already low) limit. He wondered how we codd blame youth

for staying out late when their only alternative was to return home to an overcrowded

apartment where they pmbably s h e d a bed with their siblings H e aiso looked at the
media, pointing to its mmopoly like control, that silenced dissent and made quaiity

programming impossible. The education system did not escape his criticism. Of the
previous progressive education movement, he commented that "This radical proposal,
aimeci at solviag the dilemmas of education in the modem circumstances of industnalism

.

and democracy was never given a chance,"" and of compulsory education, he claimed,

"This gave to all children a certain equality of opportunity in an open
expanding industnal society. Formai elementary discipline was sisf~cient
when the environment was educative and provided opportunities for
advancement. In our circumstances, official interfernoce make individual
attention and real teacbing impossible; so that it could be said that the
schools are as stu f 'n as they are educative, and compdsory education
is often like jail."R " y g

The problems of youth, he concluded, are the problems of an alienating social Lite which
do render growing up absurd.

The reform movement of the l%ûs sought to address this problem as well as to
respond to other criticisms of schooling that had emerged at this time. For example,

iifiteracy was identified as a growing pmblem as well as the lack of good worlr habits;
schools were experiencing low attendance anci test scores were falling. Lack of access to

social mobiiity continued especially among Blacks and Hispanics. It was thought that
public education could and should equalize this access and overcome the constraints to it.
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Parents, particulariy those f m minority communities, were demanding changes in
education?

Thus a reform movement emerged similar to the ProgressiveEducation Movement
of the 1920s and 1930s. Practical innovations began to appear including Montessori
prograrns and free schools. By the 1970s, even within mainstream education, "alternative

programs" were offered w h e studeats
~
supposediy had more control over theu IearniLlg.

The ideas of Neil Postman, George Dennison, Jonathan Kozol, and John Holt, although
radical, were considend in an attempt to change schools?

The general concept behind the free school movement was that alienation within the
educational system was the major cause behind d e n t s not doing well in school. This

alienation was causeci by the "straight"curxicdum, authoritanan leadership, and winspired
teachers. The free school, therefore, attemptd to design cunicuium and school
organization that was relevant to students' lives, that was more flexible and included a

range of leaming options and that included parents and students in this process. Educator,
Stanley Aronowitz participateci in the development of a free schw1 in New York in the

1970s and states that, there was an awareness that a high school degree might not really

improve the opportunjties of Black, Hispanic or working class wbite students, "Yet, we
were believers in the power of sçhools to provide these communities with a fair chance in
the scramble for mobiiity for those historically excluded from the bail park, much less

allowed to play the game?'
But as the 1970s wore on a rise in conservative educational policy bmught retreat to

the movement. IUiteracy was still an issue and despite the increase in general education,

economic inequality remaineci. The reform movement was attacked, and several reports

on education were published declaring the inefficiency of the school system. "By the early
-

"Ibid., 224
58 Stanley Aronowitz, "Politics and Higher Educatïon in the 1988," in
m c t i o a ed. Henry A. Giroux, Anthony N. Penna, William Pinar (Berkeley:
McCutchan Publisbing Corporation, 1981), 456
591bid.

1970s, a broad spectnun of social science opinion was ready to accept the vïew ...Wa

more egalitarian school system would do lïttie to create a more equal distribution of incorne
or opportunity.'*' Conservative educational poiicy, emphasizing sîandards, was reintroduced. The conservative counter attack included the revival of the hereâitary I

intelligence debate. For example, in 1975,Arthur Jenson published an @CI e on IQ,
basically clairning that poverty was a result of low IQPZ

Thus the refonn movement was declared a fdure; it did not equalize mob'ity and
address the social and economic problems it sought to alleviate. Partly in response to the

failure of this movement, a number of anaiyses on the nature of schoding developed that
looked into

what the schoob should do, but what in fact the schools dp do,

In 1976, Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis published &&&g

. in
. C . .w

b r i c a where they argue that in fact, schools were established from the very be-ng

to

reproduce labour power and a hierarchical industrial order, not to equalize opporrtunïty.
They clairn that since Worid War One, ciramatic increases in the general level of education
and its distribution among people has been oôserved. Yet economic mobility, or the degree

to which economic success is independent of family background has oot change& The
effect of family background has remallied constant. Schools foster, numire and reproduce
attitudes and behaviours that are constant with participation in the labour force.
Bowles and Gintis provide a thomugh analysis of the capitalist economy in the

United States examining how profits are made, how surpIus value is generated and how
these practices relate to education. They conclude that education not only teaches technical

skills but it contributes to the 'diffusion and depliticization' of the class relations of the

production process. This hetps maintain the socid, political and economic conditions that
aUow for a portion of the produce of labour to be tumed into profit. Bowles and Gintis

describe this process:

Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis,
Books Inc. , 1976), 6
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"the educationaisystem does not add or subtractfrom tbe overd
degree of inequality and rcprwsive personal development Raîhcr it is best
understcxxi as an institution which serves to perpetuate the social
relationships of ecowmic life ihiough which these patterns are set, by
facilitating a smooth inkgration of youth into the labor force...schools
legitimate inequality h u g h the oÉaensibly meritocratic rnan.netby which
they reward and prornote students, and alïocate them to disîinct positions in
the occupational hierarchy. They m a t e and reinforce pattenis of social
class, social and sexual identification among students which d o w them to
relate "pr~perly"to their eventual standing in the hierarchy of authority and
status in the production process. Schools foster types of personal
development compatibly with the relationshipsof dominance and
subordinancy in the economic sphere, and f d y , schools create surpluses
of skilled labor dcienuy extensive to render effective the prime weapon
of the employer in disciplinary labor- the power to h k and fm." 63

The system of education, they argue,does not achieve this thmugh conscious intention but
rather through a close correspondence between the social telationships wbich govern

personal interaction in the work place and the social rdatimships found in schools. The
relatiouships of authority and wntrol at place in the school system replicate the hierarchical
divisions of the work place. For example, a d e oriented high school reflects the close

supervision of low level workers whereas the freedoms and responsibilitiesthat students
have at elite colleges reflect the social relationsbip of upper level white coliar workers and
state universities and colleges conforni to the behavioral requisites of low level technical,

service and supervisor personnel.

Bowles and Gintis point out that this correspondence between the schml and the
work place that serves the interests of profits, is not comparable to a tool that can be easily
manipulatecl by socialiy dominant groups because schods have also been the "arena in
which a highly politicized egalitarian consciousness has developed among some parents,
teachers and students... Schools pmduce not only workers but misfits and rebels as

wel1.'-

They claim that this contradictory nature of the American ducational system is in

part caused by the irnperatives of capital pulling in opposing directions. They postulate that

changes in schooling will occur, but that these changes are dependent on the nature of the
'6
63

Ibid.
Ibid., 11
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economy. As far as f-

schools are concemecl, they wïil o d y becorne integral to the

system of education when the work processes themselves are self-initiated and controlled
by workers. "Educational policy in the United States is severely limiteci by the d e of

schooling in the production of an adequate labor force in a hierarchicaiiy controlled and

class-stratified production system. Capitalism, not technology or human nature, is the
Limiting factor?'

Theorks of social reproduction undermined the mainstreamassumption that school
cumculum was socially and politically neutrai .They aliowed for schools to be seen as
"...agencies of socialkation and political institutions, inextricably linked to issues of power
and cootrol in the dominant societym

Bowles and =ntis, though p d d i n g a detailed economic analysis, do not offer an
accoünt of the cultural aspects of the education system, nor how culture is implicated in the
process of the reproduction Although noting the contradictory nature of education, their

work shows the schools reflecting the economic order in a rather oversimplified fashion
that portrays students and teachers as passive. Manrist theories, like those of Bowles and

Gintis, lack an analysis of concrete social relations in the classroom because they assume
that the classroom is a dependent variable in the structure of social reproduction and that

whatever happens in the classroom is subordinate to the reproductive functions of the

school. "Consequently Marxisîs had almost no critique of the tradition of scholarship that
focused on teacher-shldent relations and the students own group organi~ations'~'

Cultural reproduction theory, on the other hand, sees schools not just as a mirror of
society, but argues that they are relatively autonomous institutions only indirectly

influenced by more powerful economic and political institutions Schools are part of a
larger universe of symbolic institutions that, rather than impose docility and oppression.

Ibid., 20
Henry Giroux, 9
(landon: Heinemann Educationai
Books Ltd., 1983), 46
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repruduce existing power relations subtly via the production and distribution of a dominant
culture that tacitly diwhat it meam to be educatd8 In tbis tbeoiy culture is the

mediating Link between ruling class intetcsts and everyday life. Schools are important sites
because they are seen as neutral, working towards the best interests of al1 its students, and

can therefore promote inequalïty in the name of faimes and objectivity.
Bourdieu has put forth a theory of cultural repLiOduction tbat introduces the concept
of cultural capital. Cultural capital is that which students acquire through their family and

class upbringing. It inclndes sets of meaning, styles, ways of thinking, types of

dispositions and linguistic and culturai competencies. S c h d s legitimate c u l h d capital that
is consistent with the dominant

"Schools offer idonnation and training which can be received and acquircd
only by subjects endowed with the system of predispositions that is the
condition for the success of the transmission and of the inculcation of the
culture. By doing away with giving explicïtly to everyone what it implicitly
demands of everyone, the edueatiod s p e m , demands of everyone aïike

that they have what they do not give. "'

Students who possess alternative forms of cultural capital find it harder to succeed
and are therefore made to feel infenor. This sense of infetiority thus encourages them to

actively participate in their subjugation.
But do students passively participate in their subjugation? Do teachers stand by and
let this happen? School culture is characterized by those wha resist, -dent

groups who

rebel and teachers who seek to modify their practices.. This theory does not adequately
address forms of resistance that are found in schools. Paul W ' i s , in

(1977),provides an analysis that reveals that,in fact, it is within these forms of resistance
that students are participahg in iheir subjugation, but irwically not with a sense of

inferiority, but with a sense of pride.
attempts to show how the reproduction of the hierarchicai work
force is reproduced culturaily through the schools. Paul Wilüs conducted an etbnographic
68
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study into an English comprehensive schod to question how it is that working class kids

get working class jobs, or more to the point, how it is that working class kids chose
working class jobs. He studied a group of boys in this school, refemd to as 'the lads',

who came from working class backgrounds and went on to work in working class, low
wage jobs. He analyzed the boys "counter culture" or fonns of protest against the school
or "officiai culture". His analysis is extensive and discusses the lads' relationship to formal

culture, popular culture, the work place, women, law etc. in an attempt to understand
how it is that they ch-

with a sense of pride to enter exploitative woriring conditions.

"The astonishing thing wbich this book attempts to present is tbat there is a
moment- and it only needs to be this for the gates to shut on the future- in
working class culture when the manuai giving of labor power represents
both a freedom, election and transcendence,and a pcise insertion into a
system of exploitation and oppression for working class people. The
former promises the future, the latter shows the present. It is the future in
the present which hammers freedom to inequality of contempocary
capitalism."'

'

It is within the lad's forms of resistance, or counter culture whem this occurs. The

lads rebel against schwl culture aud develop a cowter culture with its own system of

rewards, and sense of cornmunity. These forms of protest generaily take on the forms of
working class culture. Actions that are usually associated with working class adults, like
smoking and drinking are "valonzed as an act of insurrection before the school. The adult
world, specifically the adult male working class world, is twaed to as a source of material

for resistance and exclusion.'"'
In WiUis's description of the lads counter culture he notes that,

" There is also a sense in which ...manual work stands for something and
is a way of contributhg to and substantiating of a certain view of Me whicb
criticizes, scom and devalues &ers as welî as putting the self,as they feel
it, in some elusive way ahead of the game. These feelings arise precisely
fmm a sense of their own labor power which has been learnt and truly
appropnated as insight and self-advance within the depths of the counterschool culture as it develops spedic class forms in the institutionai content.
It is difficult to think how attitudes of such strength and informal and
personal validity could have been formed in any other way. It is they, not
Bourdieu, 1 9 n as quoted by Giroux, 89
to J&
(New York: Columbia University Press, 197T). 120
77 Ibid., 19
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formal schooling, which cany 'the lads' over into a certain application to
the productive pmcess. In a sense, the&-,
there is an element of selfdomination in the acceptance of subordinated e s in western capitalism.
However the damnation is experienced, paradoXidl as a form of tiue
leaming, appropriation and as a kind ofresistance."

Willis rnakes an important contribution to curriculum for he explains chat it is within
the complex network of relationships and experiences that comprise the culhual landscape
of the school where the reproduction of the economic landscap occurs. Culture!, including
forms of reàstance and what we cal1 counter culture, an a part of the system of
reproduction. This phenornenon of self-subordination as resistance must be analyzed if
the schooling process is to be unde~stood.
Jean Anyon in her 1article, "Social Class and the Hidden Curriculum of
W~rlc"'~
describes her study of five schools and cornes to a similar conclusion. She
demonstrated that it is thiough the students' relatiomhips to the system of ownership, to
authority and control and to their productive activity that culture is reproduœd. Schmls
promote class interests and, therefore, only if a student attends a schml belonging to the
social economic class to which self growth, for example, is an appropriate tod,will this
process be valued, otherwise self growth WU not be on the school's agenda,
She illustrates, similar to WiUis, how working class children are developing a
potential codict relationship to capital. The methods of resistance that they develop in
school (towards their teachers, towards rote learning and the emphasis on fragmented
procedures) are highly similar to the modes of resistance carried out by adult workers in the
lower working class places of employment- Anyon describes them as highly constraiaed
and limited in their ultimate effectiveness. This type of resistance in industry does not
produce, nor is it meant to produce substantial changes in the relationship of exploitation
and controi. Thus, students repliçating this bebaviour are subordinated by their own acts
of defiance.
Research was also conducted during the 1970s and 1980s that provided not only
class analysis but gender analysis as well. It looked at the ways in which schools
reproduced gender attitudes and behaviours that worked against the success of woman in
certain academic fieldsor limited their opportunities in the Iarger society. Extensive
research revealed how girls were presented as iderior to boys in the presentation of tasks
and activities, in text-book biases, and in the di£TerLngcurriculum and tracking
procedures.?'
Ibid., 113
Jean Anyon, "Social Class and the Hidden Curriculum of Work"
''Giroux, 52
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These theones of the hidden curriculum point to the u n d o u s level at which
domination occurs. The maintaining of the economic and political interests of the dominant
class becorne natural elements of the social or&r. It is uncooocious because it is the very
nature of Our identities which am at stake here - Who we think we are, what we think we
c m do and what we think we should do with Our livesThis idea of unconscious domination was fust introduced by Antonio Gramsci. He
calied it hegemony, and it refers not o d y to the uncollSCious domination occurring in
schooling, but in the larger society as well and within all social institutions. Hegemony
was introduced as an attempt to understand how the ruling class, without the use of
physical force, is able to maintain its dominance. It is not a fonn of manipulation by the
ruling clau for they themselves are unconriously dominated by hegemonic forces.
Educator, Michael Apple, has attempted to understand the nahue of hegemony. He quotes
from Raymond Williams:
"Hegemony supposes the existence of something which is truly total,
which is not merely secondary of superstructural, like the weak sense of
ideology, but which is lived at such a depth, which saturates the society to
such an extent, and which, as Gramsci put it, even constitutes the limit of
cornmon sense for most people under its sway, that it comsponds to the
reaiity of social experience much more clearlq than any notion s derived
from the formal of base and superstructure."
Schools are but one institution implicated in the process of hegemony and if their value in
changing society is to be undefstood then hegemony must be analyzed. Michael Apple
has taken seriously the role of hegemony and argues that the educator must seek to

illuminate it. Questions must be asked in tenns of knowledge- who selected it and why
and in terms of the relationships within the school-

W ~ is
O supported by

what sorts of

relationships? These questions must be asked within a context that seeks to understand the
role of education in the development of consciousness in an unequa1 society.

"Let me just state now that one of out basic problems as educators and as
political beings, then, is to begin to grapple with ways of understanding
how the kinds of cultural resources and symbols schods select and
organize are dialectically related to the kinds of normative and conceptual
consciousness required by a stratifed society.'"

Raymond Williams as quoted in Michael Apple, "On A n a l m g Hegemony" in Henry A.
Giroux, Anthony Penna, William F. Pinar (ed.), Curriculum and Instruction (Berkeley:
McCutchan Publishing Corporation, lwl),113
"Ibid., 11 1
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Apple points to the need for ducators to understand thcmselves within this
process. Educators cannot separate their practicefrom the institutid arrangements in
which they work, nor fmm the foms of coIISCiousoess th& dominate Society. Cumcdum
work, he cl&,

is deeply seated in the politid and economic views and practices of those

involved. Educators can not help but have their work informed and influenced by their
views and practces.

"

A poiiticdy neutrai position is imp~ssible."~Given
their

implication in this process Apple feels that educators must explore and *te

theu own

political views and answer the question- where do 1 stand?. He acknowledges that this is a

hard question because it may challenge so many of our taken for granted assumptions
"To hold our day to day activities as educatofs up to political and ccowmic
scrutiny, to see the school as part of a system of mechanisms for cultural
and economic reproduction is not merely to challenge the prevailing

pradices of education. ...The kinds of critical scrutiny 1have argued for
challenge a whole assemblage of values and actions "outside" of the
institution of schooling. And ihis is exactly the point, for if taken seriously,
it must lead to a set of c o d t m e n t s that may be wholly M e r e n t than those
many of us comomsensically accept. It requins the progressive
articulation of and cornmitment to a social order that has at its very
foundation not the accumulation of g d s , profits, and ciodentials but the
manimizatioa of economic, social, and educationai equality.''7g

But given the disheartening view that theories of the hidden curriculum offer to
educators, Apple does not take a pessbistic outlook Their are places, he suggests, where
successful resistance has and will continue to occw. In his 1W article, "The Other Side

Of The Hidden Curriculum: Correspondence Theories And the Labor Rwess", Apple
describes his study of both men and women in their working classjobs, including retail
and manufactwing. He found both formal and infornial resistance - formai being that of

stnkes and infornid being subtle ways of resisting authority like workers helping each
other to avoid coafrontations with authority. He saw that there were times when these

fonns of resistance were in fact successful. He believes that if successfd resistance cm
occur in the work place, then it can occur in schooling as weU and that analyses needs to be
done to locate these foms and leam if they can be used towards social transfomation.

The theones of the hidden curriculum mPlre it impossible to view schwling as a
neutrai activity with the best interests of the -dents

as their mandate. This chapter

revealed the apparatus which establisha the conditions under which p o p l e subconsciously
reproduce existing social and economic inequaiity. It points to the need to examine the

socially constmcted nature of identity because much of the subconscious intemalkation of

inequality has to do with the formation of identity. For democtatic citizenship education
then, it points to the naed for the socialiy constnicted nature of one's identity to be stuclied.

It is not only outward structures that needs to change in order for democracy to be
reconsûucted, but interna1 forms of identity need to be questioned and challenged where

they represent a reproduction of inquitable conditions. As Chapter Two and Three
suggested, it is also important to understand the socially constnicted nature of identity in
order to recognize a plurality of identities, and hopefuiiy achieve an identity that exists both

within and independent of the interpretive framework by which the individual has b e n
conditioned. The next chapter wiii look at cuniculum theory that seeks social change, as
did the Reconstructionists, but unlike the Reconstructionists, this theory proposes an

examination of the nature of identity*

'' Ibid., 120

Chapter Five

The previous chapter described the nature of hegemony. It was articulated as an
overwhelrning cultural vehicle in which economic, social and culairai inequalities are
reproduced and the dominance of the mling class is maintained. It is withui this p r a w s of
hegemony that the subconscious allows individuals to participate in their own oppression.

Identities are fonned within this subconscious regime where individuals fmd their place in
society. It points to the need for an analysis of identity formation if social and economic

inequity are to be chalienged and m i a l change made possible. Citizenship education
would thus have to take identity formation seriously. This chapter offers an examination
of a group of curriculum theorists who may have some insight to offer on this issue.

In 1971, James B. Macdonald prepared a report on cumculum where he identified
the work of three groups of cumculum theorists. The first and largest group he said

understood theory as, " prescribing and guiding practical activity in relation to
curriculum," whereas the second p u p uses a scientific approach where "research would
be utilized for empirical validation of curriculum variables and relationships." The thud
group was described as a "group of individuals who look upon the task of theorizing as a

creative intellectual task which they maintain should be neither used as a bais for
prescription or an empirically testable set of principles m d relationships. "

In 1975,William Pinar, who classified himself as being in the third group, labeled
this group the "Reconceptualists" and includeâ within it the work of several cwriculum

theorists such as Michael W. Apple, Maxine Green, Herbert Kliebard, James B.
Macdonald, John Steven Mann, Ross L. Mooney, and Philip Phenix? As a group, the

James
u r nTheory", in William F. Pinar (ed.). .B. Macdonald, " C ~ c u l ((Berkeley:
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Reconceptualists have contributed siguüicant.1~
to the fieid of curriculum introducing new
approaches and broadening the field to include other discipiines. The wo* of Apple, as
discussed in the previous chapter, placed emphasis on uncovering the process of
hegemony in schdng.. The work of Mooney questioned the nature of ciimculum
research and its role in reflecting capitaiist modes of production and consumptionand it

validated other fonns of research and inquiry such as poetry?
quite diverse and the individuals within it often s

This group, however, is

b w more with each other than the fact

that they do not fit into the f m t two categories that Macdonald identified. None the les,

.-

Pinar edited them together in book titled, d
.
He further classified them into two subgroups, the "Criticai", under which Apple and
Mooney were categorized, and the "Post Critical." The "hstCritical" p u p . diverging
from the "Criticai", bas argued for a curriculum appmch based on an inquiry into the
nature of self. It is to these theorists that this chapter tum in an attempt to articulate a

citizenship education that includes an auaiysis of identity formation. This srnalier group
of Reconceptualists includes some of the work of Maxine Greene,Madeleine Gnunet,

James B. Macdonald and Wiiliam F. Pinar.
The Reconcepnialists were responding both to the bacldash of the reform
movement and to the social problems they saw in their tirne. The primary problem that
they recognized in their society was dienation. William Pinarl drawing primarily fmm

Heidegger, equates existentialism with alienation and says that "modern man is esûanged
and severed from self." taH e defmes the self as 'essence or unconscious' and contends

that man is not aware of himself, he is 'dehumanized.' He views himself as a character in
a novel (that he did not write) - "a series of episodes or adventures with boring,

meaningless stuff in betweea" ''Maxine Greene saw the young people of her day as
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oppressed, as feeling a sense of "powedessness, expresseci in cynicism and privatism, a
loss of trust tinged with de~peir.'*~

They, like the Social Reconstructionists, viewed traditional education as a
significant part of the problem. The backlash of the refom movernent de-emphasized the
student in the leaming process. Objectives were established according to b e h a v i o d
results, test scores ,and the abilities of management They atgued that the schooling
process, by and large, was an alienating experience. Greene observeci that:
"Curriculum, from the leamer's standpoint, ordinarily represents üttle more
than an arrangement of subjects, a structure of socially prescribed
knowledge, or a complex system of meanings whch may or may not faIl
within his grasp. Rarely dœs it signify possibility for him as an existing
person, mainly concerneci with making sense of bis own life worldd6
Pinar declareci that "the cumulative e f f a of the schoding experience is devastating. We

graduate, credentialed but crazed, enidite but fragmented shells of the human

They were sensitive to the issues swrounding the nature of identity formation and
how one's perceptions were shaped within the process of cultural and social production as

descnbed in the previous chapter. Curriculum in their view should seek ways for
individuals to become emancipated h m this conditioning; and in so doing create a more
just wodd. Greene believed that,
'The one who can look from diverse vantage points, who lcnows that he
must constitute his world, is the one who is free to think about producing a
new reality in association with othefs. In the name of that new reality, he is
likely to seek higher knowledge in the effort to organize his tbinking and

Maxine Greene, "Cognition, Consciousness, and Curriculum," in William F. Pinar
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constitute with his bmthm and sistem a richer, more uoifed, less unjust
wor1d.'-

Pinar stated, in a refreshingly blunt mamer that "the way to irnprove the public world, in
short, is to improve oneself."

"

They attempted to articulate curriculum a p a c h e s that wouid lead individuais to
ân increased awareness of

the themselves. This,it was assumed would allow individuals

to feel a sense of control over their lives, to overcome their feelings of dienation, to
overcome the restrictive forces of social conditionhg that have brought about their
dehumanization. Pinar elaborates on this idea:

"(With the knowledge of self,) one develops this transcendent
perspective, this 'heightened consciousness,' and one is able ,in some
instances, to choose or write one's own script, or come to understand how
the complex interplay of forces - psychological, sociologicai, and historical
- in nature converge to write the script you act out, to form the particular
personality you have, with the particular work you are to perfonn in the
world. Without the anchoring of being in and from oneseif, one is
indeed..a character of the stage."
This sounds similar to Bridges when he describes the individual, having developed an

awareness of the socially constructed nature of hidher identity, is thus able to become the

narrator of hidher own story.
The Reconceptualists considered that to develop this kind of awareness, it was
necessary for the individual to perceive reality through Merent perspectives. Greene

calied the devetopment of this awareness 'awakening' and suggested the use of

autobiography or as she puis it "the recovery of one's own biography" to bring this about.

In the practice of articulating and examining one's own history, one may discover where
one has been shaped by extemal forces. "The self-conscious deriving from seIf-recovery
may at least enable him to feel himseif to be subject and thereby to escape, on his own
88
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initiative, from molds, labels, and contids."'

Activities tbat encouraged autobiography

such asjournal writing were thus encouraged. The Reconceptuaiists believed that the
involvement in the various arts would provide students with opportunities for
autobiographical exploration.
Madeleine Gnunet and Pinar suggested the use of theatre in cumculum as a way to
develop 'awakening.' Gnimet argued that theatre was a form of inqujr. As a conscious

re-enactment of reality where every action performed is previously meditateci, a
questioning into the nature of reality is initiated. She observeci that "what makes the play

different from We...is that the play takes noue of it for granted, and someone must give
his name to every gestue, every prop, every sound, every step.'-

Borrowiog from the thought of Antonin Artuad she suggested that tûeatre was a
way of understanding "aüitudes in the realm of thought and intelligence that words are

incapable of grasping and that gestures and everything partaking of a spatial language
(referring to theatre) atiaùi with more precision."

93

They did not, however, believe that any kind of theatre was appropriate to this
form of analysis and they were critical of the kind of theatre practices they saw in schools.

'The class plays and creative dramatics offer us opposing options: form and
fodessness, which despite their apparent polarity conspire to legitimize the fonns which
currently dominate our expression, Our movement, our space, mamers and storiedN

What they suggested was a kind of theatre based on the writing of Geny
Grotowski, a Polish theatre artist and author of Towards a Poor Theatre. Grotowski's
idea was to strip the theatre of its trappings (sets, lights, costumes, etc.) to arrive at "what

is essential, the actors' response to situation and subsequent
action...Grotowski...demanded that his actors tuni back on themselves to work through
91
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the habits of inovement, brieathing, interaction and thought to fmd and test the limïts of
their f r e e d ~ r n . ' R
~ ~e h e d s in ihis ewtext were considered investigations where
"individual actors, and the players as a group, expriment with the elements and

conditions of action.'*

The idea was that -dents,

participating in these activitieswhere

it is their own actions and re-actions that are under exarnination, would begin to question

the nature of their responses and therefore gain an insight into the nature of their being.

James B. Macdonald, also sought to discover the nature of being. He took a
slightly different angle when lookùig at the existenthl nature of contemporary society. He

suggests that even in this alienation and despair there are signais of transçendence. He
describes these signais as "the propensity for order and the automatic assurance of the
adult to the child that everything is al1 right (tbat is, you cm trust the world); the existence
of play; the existence of hop; and the existence of damnation.'*'

Macdonald explains that

these signals of transcendence point to the wealth of human potential that curriculum needs
to help bring forth. He supported the self-exploration approach and saw it as a means by

which to unleash the transcendent nature of man.

"Think for a moment about the mystenes of human experiences rather than
our achievements. How can people walk on coals as hot as 250 degrees
without visible signs of buxning either on theu feet or clotbing? What
explains the various fonns of extrasensory perception?...There is no reason
to suspect that we have realized our human potentiai, and their is reasonable
evidence that we may be readily approaching a new level of psychological
and cultural growth from which drzunaticaiiy new understanding of human
potential will emerge.'"*
Macdonald called for an inward joumey, which he cded 'centering', where this
potential would be realized and argued that " C e n t e ~ gdoes not mean self-actualization ...
it is essentiaily a religious experience9'
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What the Reconceptualists seem to be suggesîing then, is something beyond selfawareness. There is an assumption of an essential, transcendent self or ôeiig that enists
beneath the layers of social conditioning. Self-awareness is a vehide for a more
transcendent expexience. Finar writes:
'There is the possibity of another, if you WU,level of being, a possibility
of freedom and volition, that rnight transcend. in some fashion 1dimiy
understand, the bondage of the public world we know....the route is
understood to lie within; in part, in making contact with oneself..lt is an
atiempt to fill, if you will, a metaphysical vacuum that has
persisteci since the death of God in the nineteenth ~enhiry."~"

The assumption here is that the transcendent self is the harbinger of social change.
Social transformation oniy occws when 'awakening' occurs. And, as it was thought that

social transfomtion would be positive, creating a more just wodd, the transcendent self

is somehow equated to social and economic justice.
It is perhaps worth considering whether this faith in transcendence plays the same

role for the Reconceptualists as faith in American nationalism played for the
Reconstructionists: an elabration of primary values indistinct from persona1 freedom and
self-fulfihent for d.Can one impose the ideas and values of this transcendence into a
public education system and not rub against values in confikt with this? 1s it safe to
assume that a i l students will equally betieve that they have an essential self beneath their

conditioning? Or, if we are to assume that the self has no values, and if it were possible
to strip one of one's values to reach that self, is that valueless self reaily in a position to
evaluate social justice and what criteria would be used?

The methods articulated here for self-discovery do not pmvide opportunities to
engage in issues of social organization. The awareness of the socially constructed nature

of identity is not understood here as a requkment of a civic culture, a means by which

plural identities can co-exist w i t h a democracy. It is undeistood here as a means to
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uncover the essential being, and it is questionable as to whether or not this can lead to
positive mal change.
With this essentiai selfas the pinciple by which to guide c ~ c u l u r nit, is unlikely
that issues of social organization and social inequality will be addnssed in such a way as

to empower students to participate in social change. Although the self is analyzed in
tems of its' social construction, it d a s not go far enough in addressing questions of
hegemony and the problems raised by theories of the hidden curriculum. Michael Apple,
criticizing this form of cuniculum observes that,
"It is not enough just to see the constructed nature of knowledge. W e must
ask why a partkular form exists and why and who benefits from it. The
overemphasis on the notion that reaiity is socialiy co~lstructedseem to have

led to the neglect of the consideration of how and why teality cornes to be
constructed in particular ways and how and why particular constnictions of
reality seem to have the power to resist subversi~n."'~~
Chapter three concluded that without an analysis of the nature of identity by the
students themselves, a citizenship education would f d short of meeting its mandate. The
Reconceptualists, although seeming to offer an alternative in examinhg the nature of
identity, have failed to provide a successful approach that manies identity analysis with
social reconstruction. For citizenship education then, it is clear that identity analysis alone
will not suffice to create a democratic citizenship education. The next chapter will examuie

"Critical Pedagogy" in an attempt to see if it offers an approach that might support a
democratic citizenship education.
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Chapter Six

The importance of understanding the socially constructed nature of identity to a
citizenship education has been demonstrated in the previous chapters in an examination of
the Social Reconstructionists and b r i e s of the hidden cumculum. The previous chapter

analyzed the Reconceptuaüsts, who attempted to articulate an appmach to curriculum that
focuses on the nature of identity as a meam for social tdonnation. It was revealed,

however, that this focus was not sibficient to allow fortransfonnative practices to develop.
This chapter will look at critical pedagogy, another approach to curriculum that seeks s d d

change and takes seriody the imp1ications of the theones of the bidden cumculum.

Critical pedagogy has b e n used to categorize several theorists. It is not the
intention of this chapter to examine them in their entirely, nor analyze their overail
contributions, but tu focus on a few who contribute to a discussion of identity and
citizenship education. To this end, this chapter will attempt a synthesis of =me of the

work of Henry Giroux, Peter McLaren, and Roger Simon.
Critical pedagogy offers an approach to cumculum that attempts to forge a
dernocratic citizenship while achowiedging the role that schooling plays in hegemony. It

arose in response to various aspects of contemporary social Me. One is the nature of the
current political climatte which is characterized by increasing capitalist corporate coottrol and
decreasing participation among citizens. Society at large (health care, education,social

programs, housing) is feeling the effects of capitalist globalization including the education
system where the rhetoric of cost efficiency, restnicturing and down s i h g tie education

closely to the economic imperatives of the market. At the level of "higher education,"
liberal arts programs have becorne expendable while programs that prepare students for

work in technical and managerial fields, such as the MBA pgram bave bem on the
rise.' O"

Traditional educational practices are viewed as supportive of these trends and
contrary to the development of democratic citite11sbip- In traditionaieducation,

"...managernent issues becorne more important than understanding and
furthering schools as democratic public spheres. Hence, îhe regulations,
certification, and standarâization of teacher bebavior is emphasized over
creating conditions for teachers to undertake the sensitive political and
ethical d e s they mi&t assume ,aspublic intellechials educating students for
responsible, critical citizenship.

Critical pedagogy noogniw that s c h d s are implicated in the formation of
hegemony and is perceptive to the d e schooling plays in sbaping the consciousness of its
students. It understands this as a complex operation, not without contradictions, where

power, including the sanctioning p<ocess fabricate the soope of possibilities and l~gulate

behaviour, including thought ,speech, image, style and action. Identities, knowledge, and
modes of expression are evaluated, privileging some while labeling others as inferior.

This frequentiy is manifest as acts of racism, classism and ~exism.~"Critical pedagogy is

particulariy sensitive to the effects this has upon minority students:

"Embodyingdominant foms of culhual capital, schooling often functions
to affirm the Eurocentric, patriarchai histories, social identities, and cultural
experiences of middle-class students while either matginalizing or erasing
the voices, experiences and cultural memones of so-cailed "minonty"
students." 105
Critical pedagogy assumes a cesponsibility to examine and challenge the
relationship between power, culture and politics in such a way as to foster transfonnative

social action- Educators, in this context, must coostmct educational practces ibat help
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students confront and assess existing modes of thought, social conventions, and relations
of power, whüe simultaneously developing practices that e f f e t @the social change.
Students are thus encourageci to look at the f m t i o n of tbeir own identities,and to realize
both oppressive and positive co~~~tructs.

'The task of a critical educator is to pmvide the conditions for individuals to
acquire a language that will enable them to d e c t upon and shape their own
experiences and in ce& instances transf'onn such experiences in the
interest of a larger project of social re~ponsibility"~".
Despite the Limitations to the &ormative

possialities of education that the

theories of the hidden cumculum have suggesteâ, critical pedagogy remains optimistic
about its potential. They, like Apple, see schools also as places where social reproduction

is being challenged. They contend that schools are not mere reflections of society, and
argue that schools have historically been sites where various groups have attempted to
reformuiate their relationship to authority and culture, to re-evaiuate their relationships to
each other, and to share a renewed vision of their social and physical envir~nments.'~~
In

response to theories of the hidden curriculum Simon argues,

"While 1 do not wish to contest the outlines of this rather bleak picture nor
diminish the need for structural change, this view of schools cedes too
much. The current hegemony over how schooling is to be done remains a
project, not an accomplishment. Within the spaces that do exist in cerlain
schools, courses of study, and classrooms, this hegemony has been and is
being contested by students, teachers, and parents who remain genuinely
hopeful that pedagogies which support social transformation can be
redized."'O8
Within an understanding of the mie that s c h d n g plays in shaping and n m w i n g the
scope of possibilities an individual perceives, critical pedagogy seeks to widen this scope.
It sees itself as a pedagogy of possibility, an educational practice that contributes to the

development of alternative and hopeful visions of the future. If hopeful visions never
rnove beyond upward mobiiity in the given social and economic order, the goal of
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schooling can never move beyond wproâucing the existing economic order. I

n

d

consumption is inherent in upward mobility and this concept assumes an expmding
economy. The limitation upon physical resources and the rapidity of current consumption
puts the viability of this concept in question. What then does one h o p for? How does one
imagine a future? Critical pedagogy sees the d e tbat schools play in, and understands the
importance of, asking these questions and helping to answer t h e a

"At times we fail to remember that such ("better Me")dreams do not simply
appear, but rather are the representational effects of the lives of people
situated in social relations that complexly structure both desires and ways of
making sense...1 see education implicated in the production of ,'that which
is not yet' ...For without a perspective on the future, conceivable as a
desired and p s i b l e future, there can be neither human venture nor
possibility." O9
It does not, however, forget that these practices, of both questionhg and
answering, dwell within an existing framework where different cdtural forms, including

schoohg, mediate the production of meaning. Critical Pedagogy understands its own
implications in the process of cultural and social reproduction and, therefore, demands that
the moral and ethical principles which guide it are articulated .One must question for

whom and by whom this vision is developed ami how relations of power are struchued
within it. Teachers must answer these questions as they are caught up in practices that

express and support specific world views, social relations and political positions. "As
educators who act as agents in the production, circulation ,and use of particular forms of

cultural and symbolic capital, teachers occupy an inescapable political

'O

Educators must state their position and defrne the sets of premises used in their practice.

This is important if a pedagogy is to be supportive of the development of democratic

citizenship. Critical Pedagogy is seen as a
"...cultural practice that must be accountable ethically and poiitically for the
and the images
of the future it deems legitimate. As both an object of critique and a
stones it produces, the claims it makes on social memones,
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method of cultural production, pedagogy refuses to hide bebind claims of
objectivity and worlrs vigilmtiy to Lint theoy and practice in the servi- of
expanding the possibilities for democratic Me.""'

Unlike the Rcconceptualists, those supportive of a critical pedagogy try not to
become solely absorbed in the self,and lose sight of the importance of social organization
and of its guiding principles. Teachers must be accountable in their teaching to the ways in

which they take up and respond to the problems of history, human agency and the renewal

of democratic public Life."112

In articulating guidhg principles, does critical pedagogy refer to universal or
essential categories and end up supporthg a potentiaily exclusive or contradidory purpose
as did the Reconstructionists and Reconceptualists? Democracy is not clearly def~nedin
their arguments; instead, each individuai must formulate their vision of social change and

future possibilities. Simon argues that it is not possible to base teacbing principles outside

of human history and that the guiding principles function, not as universal abstractions but
as a discursive pra~tice."~McLaren on the other hand suggests that cntical pedagogy

makes no claim to an absence of universality in its approach suggesting that some fonn of
a shared vision is necessary to a democratic civic culture.

"Without a shared vision of democratic community we nsk endorsing
struggles in which the politics of difference coiiapses into new forms of
separatism. As Steve Best (1939 361) points out, poststruchuaiists rightly
deconstruct essentialist and repressive wholes, yet in so doing they often
faü to see how repressive and cnppling the valorizing of difference,
plurality, fragmentation, and antagonisms can be. He wntes: The flip side
of the tyranny of the whole is the dictatorship of the fragment ...(and) ...
without some positive and normative concept of totality to counter-balance
the poststructuralist/postmodememphasis on difference and discontinuity,
we are abandoned to the seriality of pluralist individualism and the
supremacy of cornpetitive values over cornmiinal He. Best is correct in
suggesting that what needs to be abandoned are the reductive uses of
totality, and not the concept of totality itself. Otherwise we risk
underminhg the very concept of the democratic public ~phere."''~

-
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Critical pedagogy thus offers two interpntations regardhg the universaiity of guiding
principles. One, that they are not universai in that tlsey are defined by each educator and
exist within the frame of a discusive practice, or two, democracy in and of itself is a
universal abstraction and is necessary if a democratic civic culture is to be developed. In
this sense, the contradiction must be addressed and it would be necessary to articulate a

defuition of democracy iike Bode or Torfhg that attempts not to tie itseif to fUed
categories.
Given its guiding principles and overall purpose, critical pedagogy attempts to
develop practices consistent with these. Ii offers cUmcuiar approaches that attempt to

develop ways for students to critically examine the nature of their identity, their society and
to constmct transfomative practices. Giroux has put forth an approach that uses cultural

studies as a base for pedagogy. H e argues that cultural d i e s is a key analytical approach
to the exploration of power relations and their reproduction in society and culture.
"Cultural studies has emerged as one of the few fields to have traveled
across multiple borders and spaces loosely uniting divers intellechials who
are challenging conventional understandings of the relationship between
culture, power, and politics ....(C ulturaI studies) is a field that h d d s
enormous promise for progressives who are willing to address some of the
fundamental dilemma of our times....(It) is increasingly interested in how
md where "knowledge needs to surface and emerge in order to be
consequential" with respect to expanding the possibilities of a radical
democracy." 'l5

Giroux suggests that pedagogy in this case cm focus on cultural manifestations as a way to
examine the power relationships arnong culture and politics. Students wodd engage,

analyze and challenge different forms of media including forms that studentts expenence
daily, as well as other various cultural sites. Culture wodd provide the basis of snidy to
which political critique and intervention would follow.'I6

Simon articulates that what is k i n g called for is serniotic analysis in a currïcular
approach cornbining culhual studies and pedagogy. Meaning is created through semiotic
production, and dominant forms of semiotic production are involved in the process of

Giroux, "1s There A Race For Cultural Studies," 42

hegemony, in shaping identity and ieguiating wodd views. Semiotic analysis d o w s one to
probe cultural materials in order to create openings of meaning, to explore one's response,
to try and understand how and why certain d

g

s are created. It is "simultaneous1y

educational and political in that it attempts to inform a sense of what is signifiaint and true
as well as what is desirable and possible....As educators our work is explicitly located

within the r e h of semiotic producti~d""~

The mass media, in this context, is understood as an Unportant enterprise upon

which to base anaiysis because of the extensive influence it has upon society and theriefore,
its substantial role in hegemony. " The d e of media culture, including the power of the

mass media with its massive appatatclses of tepresenbtionand its mediation of knowledge,

is central to understanding how the dynamics of power, prinlege, and social desire
structure the daily life of a s~ciety"~
l 8 A pedagogy baseci upon cultural studies would then

include an analysis of a fidl range of diverse and dense f o m of culture including media ,
popdar culture, fdm, advertising, mass coa3munication, and religious organizations.

Pedagogy thus acknowledges sources outside of the school as potential learning sites.lt9
Cntical pedagogy thus encourages the forging of relationships between schmls and other
institutions and between teachers and other culturd workers (including artists, religious
leaders, journalists, etceterar.)'20 As in Reconstnrtionist thought, i r n p o ~ c is
e placed

upon moving beyond the school and into the community to frnd educational resowces.
Another parailel between the Reconstructionists and Critical Pedagogy is their c d
for a curriculum that is cross disciplineci. Criticai Pedagogy argues that subjects should be
taught, not as separate subjects, but as themes that both cross disciplines and deal with

issues related to students' experiences. Themes could be studied that develop an
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awareness of social respomibilityand moral accoantability, themes related to their

experiences yet touchîng upon larger social issues îïke gender, class, sexuality and race.'*'

Criticai Pedagogy dso deems it important to move beyond theory and actively
participate in public Me- another principle which links them to the Reconstructionists.

"Equaliy important is the need to Liok the imperatives of culturai stuclies to
pedagogical pmjects in which students traverse different pubiic spaces in
order to l e m the dynamics of practical politics and active citizenship.
Whether through bistoncal inquiry, public service. or analysis of larger
public events, educators can provide students with the opportunity both to
engage problem solving projects that teach the lessons of civic education
and provide students with opportunitiesto interact with diverse groups that
engage social issues within specifc public areaas."lu
Essential to a Critical pedagogy is an understanding of how language plays an
elemental role in the social construction of reality including the production of meaning and
the development of identity and visions of the future. Language is the vehicle througb
which experiences are interpreted and understood. Language is fundamentdy interwoven

with the shaping of consciousness. It exists within and across numerous areas of Learning
and actively "produces aod mediates content and ~ontext."'~
There is a fundamental
-

dynamic between language and power, and Critical Pedagogy therefore emphasizes

analysis that pertah to language.For example critical pedagogy would seek to malyze how

language functions to include or exclude certain meanings, support or marginalize ways of

behaving and produce or prevent certain desires.
"For educators, the study of language becomes essential for revealing how
power functions as a condition for and a form of representation. Educaîion
policies and pedagogical practices are impossible to grasp critically without
focusing on how language works in depioying the machinery of power,
discipline, and regulation.

Cntical Pedagogy also understands the importance of language in developing
transformative practices. Language should also be considered as a way of initiating

chailenges to dominant power and changing social relationships.
12'
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To acbieve a level of analysis that is meaning€ulas a transtbnnative practice, the
educator must encourage the analysis of the self in relation to the production of meanhg
and within power relations. That the shdent develop an analysis that questions her or his

interconnectedness to the hegemonic discourse is the essential concem. It is mt enough to
look at a cultural product, like a film for example, and examine it in te-

of how it relates

to the dominant ideology, one must also look at one's own respomes to the film, and

question how one's own thinking relates to the dominant ideology. In tems of language,
one must understand how one's own use of language is representative of values and
question what these values are. Do they hinder social transformation? It is essential to
understand how individual experience is meditated within these discourses, and how
identity is formed. For teachers to establish the context for this form of analysis, the
questions must be rooted and understood in relation to the direct experience of the students.

But it is also thought that before one can begin to question the nature of one's
identity, one's own experience must be validated. Critical pedagogy, therefore, mots its
-

practice in the validation of individual voices.

Students are thus encourageci to tell their owa stories or narratives. Critical pedagogy
Dmpsthe d e that narrative plays in the understanding of identity.

"Stones...heïp shape our social reality as much by what they exclude as
what they include. ..In fact, making an experience into a story is perhaps
the most fundamental act of buman understanding. Terry Eagleton (1981:
72) notes that, 'We cannot think ,act, or desire except in narratives...' Our
histories have referents but our access to them takes textualized fonns,
meaning, and feelings - aII of which becorne narrativized. L 75
99

Stories are understood as d e c t i n g the consciousness of the community, both in tems of
what is spoken and what remains silent. Stories need to be voiced, heard and affmed.
They also need to be criticized when they manifest, often uaconsciously, racism, sexism or
other fonns of oppressive antag~nisms.'~~

"'~cLaren and da Silva, 73
"6 Ibid., 72

The refiectionupoii expMienœ is d

d to a aiticpl pdagogy. As imporipnt as it is

for teachen to validate student voiœs, they mus simultaoeously encourage the
interrogation of such voies, Experience is mt equated with trutk. tmth is mufactwied
within a specific context.

"Experience does not speak for itself, but is a way in which individuals
confront the contingency of the present and the politics of daily iiving.
Though one should not deny the impodance of non-dimnsive experience,
experience is an understanding constnicted largely linguisticaüy as an
interpretation over time of a specific concriete engagement with the worid of
symbols, social practices, and cultural f o m s... Expenence is never
transparent to itself and always occurs within particuiar social and culturai
foms that have been producedw i h specific relations of power and
regimes of discourse serving particular interests.~ ~ 1 2 7

For experience to be usefui in the context of a critical pedagogy the= needs to be a
continued process of practicel reflection and practice again. Students' stones must be told,
their experiences validated and then critiqueci. New experience is ha& reflection occurs
again. Necessary is an ongoing process of action, reflection and action a g a . . Revious

experience is held up to the light of interpretations of newer experience. There is the
constant interpretation and m-interpretation of expenence as new expenences are had and
further reflections are f o d a t e d Activities that encourage simdtaneous action and
reflection are d e d for In this context. in order to grasp the formation of their perceptions,
students must feel the intenoity of the iived experience whife simultaneoudy being critical

of it. When direct expenences can k under examination, this process is possible, as one is
both engaged in the expeiience and critical of it. As students gain an understanding of the

relations that shape their experiences and their interpretations, relations that are inextricsbly
linked to cultural hegemony, they can take some control in directhg their expenence. This

direction of one's expenence is refemd to as historical agency, and critical pedagogy
claims that,
"Within narrative identity, historical agency is understood as assuniùig
authorship of one's Me,as a nanator who constanily revises and
reinterprets one's own story in relation to its historicai and discursive
connections to the cuitt.mil archives of the wider commutilty such that

'" Ibid. ,62-64

personal identity is aiways located in the inteof the bmaâcr public.
Personal history in this view is alw,ag the history of a collective past and
future, the relation of self to other*
To be the narrator of your own story is to be conscios of the constniction of your own
values and of the constmcted nature of identity in gcneral, among &et groups- It allows
for the formation of values guided by democratic citizenship, the formationof a democratic

civic culture. This is what Bridges nfeR to as nanative imagination. Critical pedagogy
attempts to m a t e the conditions for its students to d e r s i a n d the socially constmcted
nature of their own identity witbio the context of social transformation.

When students have been empowered to namate their own stories and are able to

interpret and reinterpret their M e s in relation to and situated within the interests of the
civic commwity then a democratic citizenship education has been successful. When
people in generai construct their identities in this way tban democratic citizenship is

possible. This is the goal of Critical Pedagogy.
Cntical Pedagogy has put forth ideas towards a d e m m t i c citizenship education
that seem consistent with Bridges ideas as described in chapter two. Some

recommen&tions are made for curriculum design, largely congruent with those
recommended by the Reconstructionists incluâing a cross disciplined cmiculum, links to
the wider community,and practice in democratic social orgaaization. The emphasis in

Critical Pedagogy though, is not on the design of cumculum but on a pedagogical
approach. It is as if the curriculum is seconciary. What is important to critical pedagogy is
the approach or the conceptual framework undedying any and ail pedagogicai worlr.

Teachers then, in any school, regardless of the curriculum can try to use this concephial

framework to guide their own teaching. Critical Pedagogy emphasizes the conceptuai
framework over the design, suggesting that it is hem, where the difference lies between a

curriculum that leads to democrattic citizenship and one that does nut

The

Reconstmctionists and the Reconceptualists have demonstrated that curriculum design
'28
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aloae will not lead to democratic citizenship and that the coofeptual framework is &al

to

the outcornes of curriculum. The Reconstructionists, it was demonstrated, though

articulating curriculum d o m seemingly consisteot with democratic citizenship, would n a
have achieved democratic citizenship because their ç0nceptuaI framtwork was flawed in
that they assumed a homogenous Amencan culture. The ReconcepRialists, it was shown,

although offering practices that lead to an understandhg of identity, fail to mate the
context where these practices can lead to democratic citizenship. Thus, Critical Pcdagogy
offers a conceptual framework and contends that it must be in place if democcatic

citizenship education is to be achieved.
The conceptuai framework for a democratic citizenship education, put forth by
Cnticd Pedagogy is summsrized here. It is presented as an italicized List, with rdemnces

to Reconstruction and Reconceptualization appearing as notes, not italicized, btside. After
the conceptual framework, a List of recornmendations for curriculum design has been

synthesized from the three curriculum approaches.
Conceptual Framework for a Democratic Citizensbip Education:

S c M s are implicaied in a process of hegemoly where through their relationships
to power

nnd uuthoriry a d th& ability tu legitimize knowledge and behavior, they reguhe

f o m of identity, While the Reconstructionists seemed aware of the power of schooling
to regulate identity it wasn't till &ter the development of the Theoris of the Hidden

Curriculum that this process began to influence cumculum theory. &th the
Reconceptualists and Critical Pedagogy address this issue though Critical Pedagogy
addresses to a more substantid degree.

A demcratic citizmhip edùcaiion would seek to understand and chaUenge this

hegemony as part of a cMlenge to social, c u I ~ aand
l ecomrm'c inequrqurty.
This idea is
apparent in ali three groups, although not successfuliy aaiculated until Critical Pedagogy.
A democratic citizenship eàùcatron wuuid seek to arfïcukatehopefiJ and altemative

visiom of the firme. This has primady been put forth by Critical Pedagogy.

Guidingprim@lesare m i a l to a dernocrutic citizenship e&crtion G&g
principles must be established that me consistent with &mocrarcC ciîïzenship. Democracy

mus? be &@ed in such a wuy as to notp itseifto any essential categoPies or universQI
abstractions t h rnay lim'r its ability to &ess

the concems of a plurdisric society. Both

Reconstructionism and Critical Peûagogy have emphasized the importance of tbis, although
the Reconstnictionist. were not entinly s u c d ' in their attempts to not use essential

categories. The Reconceptuaiists, in their absorption in the self, lack guiding principles

consistent with democratic citizenship.

Educators nuut articuhîe th& guidihg pnpnncipks
and th& visions of tk fktrtteand
seek fo & s t d

(andchrJlenge when in conttadiction to their stated g d ) t k k role in

theprocess of hegemny. The Rec~~l~tructionists
seem to have the naive assumption that
if curriculum is designecl appropriately, teachers' own views are not neccssary to
illuminate. Perhaps this is one of the most striking ciifferences between Critical Pedagogy
and Social Reconstructionist thought. Social Reconstruction is a curriculum design, not
necessarily a pedagogicai practice. Reconstructioaism caiis far the wholesale

transformation of the cumculum if it is to be d z e d . Critical Pedagogy is not only a
curriculum design, it is a pedagogical approach. The theories of the Hidden Curriculum
have narrowed the possibilities for successful schooi reform, but within a Critical

Pedagogy, teachers can take up the practice now, within their own contexts, and only to
certain extents, but without having to wait for school refom.
The deveiopment of an awateness of the socially comtnrcted mature of icterttity is a
cumCuZum goal in a &mocratic citizenship eakaîion. It challenges the power of

hegemony as it meutes the possibiiïîy for individuah to challenge theit own assumptions

and world views, and it comiders the plural nnd contradictory Mture of identiîy Md niciRes
it possible for an individual to live within thefiamework of their own constnrcted i&ntity

as well as within t h e j i = ~ ~ ~ t eofa
~ r denwcraîic
nk
civic cornMUItiîy. Given the
Reconstructionists assumption of a homogenous culture, they were not sensitive to this.

Both the Reconceptuaüsts and Critical Pedagogy recognize the need for the development of
this kind of awareness.

For educatratrolZQl
practices to be of value t k y m m be toated in expe~~ence
and
validate individid qpriettce, but experience rnust conrairi the possibility for refiction
upon experience. Action-reflection -cmdaction again is a key process ifanalysis is to be
rnemanrngful
and for the nature of i&ntinnty?O be perceived Al1 practices and analyses mus?

be sensitive to the rok that h g u a g e phys in shaping i&ntrntrty-AU three curriculum
approaches seem sensitive to this understanding of experience. Dewey acknowledged the

role of experience and reflection upon experience in his distinction between educative and
miseducative experience. The Reconceptualists sought to uncover perceptions through

reflection upon action, Critical Pedagogy has articulateci an understanding of this as well.

Critical pedagogy is the only group that clearly identifies the power of language in shaping
identity.

Within this conceptual framework the following recommendations for cUmcuium
design have been synthesized from the analysis of the three curriculum approaches.
A democraîic citizemhip educatr0n would seek to articulate educatronaCpractices
t h r l ) encourage the &elopment of the socially comtructed mture of identity and 2 )

encourage critical eamnhawn of aridpartrpartrcipatrpatron
in & w a î i c social orgmization. While
the Reconstructionists cleady saw the importance of the second, and the Reconceptuaiists

the first, Criticai Pedagogy has explained the necessity of both.

These practices would incl& cultural srudies incluaïng mas media andpopuiur
culture, and participation in the arts. Cultural studies has k e n put forth by Critical

Pedagogy, and the arts, by the Reconceptuaüsts.

These practices fonn part of an inieràiscipiinury cumiiuIm wkre subjects are

approached through themes related to student aperiences. This idea has been suggested
by both the Reconstructionists and Critical Peàagogy.

ï k commulummuluîy
and &al

landsc4pe outside of the s c h 2 me usedmedùcational

pesaurces. Relatiomhips wouU be ctevelclped between schooLr Md comntunity
institutions as well as beîween teachers rard other comnt~~liîy
a d cultural workers. The

cm'culum incIudespartrpartraCZpation
in ctnnmunity socKrl action and orgarùtatkon .Again, this
idea has been postdated by imth Social Reconstnictioaists and Critical Pedagogy.
W1th

this conceptual framework established, drama in education can now be

addressed and examineed for its potential relationship to a democratic citizenship e d u d o n .

The next chapter will therefore provide an exploration of drama in education theory.

Chapter Sevei

A conceptual fnuaework for a democrafic citizenship cunicuium bas been outlined
in the previous chapter as a synthesis of ideas examined throughout chapters two to six of

this study. The next chapter will examine the impiïcations of this framework for
educational drama It will be necessary f m to summarize chapters two through six. in
order to clarify the wncepts that link educational drama to a democratic citizenship
curriculum. This chapter, therefore, will provide that summary and articulate the specific

concepts that wiii be used to understand the impiications of the conceptuai framework for a
democratic citizenship cuniculum for educational drama.

Chapter two sought to establish what is meant by ciemocratic citizenship education
and introduced the concept of the socially ooostnicted nature of identity as a potentially

necessary component to it. An ided citizensbip education was suggested as that which
deals with values that fmd expression in how we participate in the political piocess and

how we involve ourseives in shaping Our cornrnunities.
Traditional education was examined and it was explained that, foiiowing scientifïc
curriculum making with its adherence to a positivist culture infonned by enlightenment
world views, science was viewed as the harbinger of huth while alternative forms of
howledge and inquiry were rejected. Traditional education, not only devalued alternative

cultural perspectives, but it supported forms of social and economic inequity in the iarger
society by developing as its mandate the fitting in of the student to the economy. This

resulted in a passive and codormist form of citizenship education. It was argueù that thïs

form of citizenship is practiced in the larger society as weii, which is characterized by social
and economic inequity and a lack of participation in the political process. Democratic

citizenship education was thus proposed as a challenge to both traditional education, and
curent political practice .

Chapter two also discussed Wghtenment wodd views and positivist culture in
terms of their reference to universal tniths and stated that these have been fmdamental to
the deveiopment of Liberal demcmacy and its cumnt practices. It was argued that the

current use of universal abstractions are, in fact, a f o m of Western cultural paaicular&
and that they have been used to protect peroicular pnvate interests in the economic sphere by

the subordination and exploitation of other particular p u p s . Demccratic citizenship, in a

pluralistic society, would thus challenge the use of universal abstractions. Thomas
Bridges' citizenship ideology was introduced ernphasizing his suggestion that an awareness
of the socially constructed nature of identity is critical to a dernocratic civic culture that
seeks to challenge the current practice of liberal democracy. identity, witbin this ideology,
is undemtood as k i n g leamed b u g h narratives offered by particularistic groups. If the

socially constructed nature of one's identity could be understood, one could achieve an
identity that exists both within the fkmework of a particularistic group and within a
democratic civic culture. Bridges called this awmness 'namative imagination' and argueci
that it was the goal of democratic citizenship education to foster this form of imagination.
The next four chapters exarnined how these concepts were addressed by some of the

curriculum theories, both historical and current, that have developcd in response to a

recognized need for social change, and that have presented a challenge to traditional
educational practices.
Chapter three examinai the curriculum theory of the Social Reconstruction
movement that occurred between the 1920s and lWOs to disceni how a curriculum theory

that addressed the issue of democratic reconstruction might contnbute to an articulation of a
democratic citizenship education and f d e r the exp10ration of identity within that context.

The Social Reconstructionists believed that their society was in a state of decay and
believed that education codd play a strong d e in rebuilding democracy; in fact, they saw

this as the primary purpose of education. They criticized traditional education for its
'empty vessel' approach where students were perceived as empty. waiting to be fdled with

knowledge and skills, and its compartmentalizationof subjccts. They thought that
traditional education contributed to the development of bad habits that were contrary to
democratic citizenship and hid the implications of s c h w h g in the social problems of their
time.

They believed, after Dewey, that cUmculum must be grounded in a theory of
experience because mie leaming only occumd through experience. But not a l i experiences
were 'educative' ;some were in fact miseducative, like those found in traditional schools.

'Educative' experiences were those that couid Iead to further educative experiences, and
thus expand the students' opporhmities and possibilities for leaxning. Educators had to
leam to distinguish between e d u d v e and miducative experiences and how to p v i d e

educative experiences. Social Reconstnrtionistsargued that teachers should go outside of
the classroom and into the community to find learning opporhinities, materials and

resources. They also thought that students should be actively involved in co11111iunity social
organization.

The Social Reconstnictionists understood that schooling played a role in shaping
identity. They attempted to develop curriculum and schooling practices that would shape

identity differently than did traditional education in that students would become democratic
citizens. In order to do this, they argued, curriculum would need strong and moral
principles upon which to be guided. Dernocracy, as the guiding p ~ c i p l ewould
,
need to be
re-defined and a definition was advanced by Bode. He attempted to define it in such as
way as to avoid the use of universal p ~ c i p l e that
s may in fact be exclusive to cettain
cultural and social groups.

But the Social Reconstructionists reveated an assumption that culture, in a
democratic society, was in fact homogeneous and therefore, undennined the inclusivity of
their definition of democracy. They assumed thaî the American people were to be of one

culture. They also assumed that their values were indistinct from those of democratic
citizenship and that Amenans, if educated pmperly, would corne to share these same

values- They did not, therefore, recognize the need for shidents to develop an

understanding of the socially consûucied naaire of identity. They did not recognize the
plurality of identity, nor the potentiai contradictions betwee~the values of particuiar groups
and democratic citizenship. This chapter concluded that the underlying assumpiimof

homogeneity apparent in Social Recmstnictionist thought undermined its pdential to
develop transforrnative practices and democratic citizenship, emphasizing that an awareness

of the social co11stnictionof identity is important to a democratic titizenship education.
Chapter four offered an enamination of the theones of the Hidden Curriculum that
began to emerge in the 1970s. because they had a ~ i ~ c aimpact
n t on the development of
curriculum theory and seriously challenged the notion that schools could play a role in the
formation of d e m d c citizenship.

Theories of social reproduction were introduced through an examination of

. .
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by Samuel Bowles and Herbert Gintis. They postulated

.

that schools were established to reproduce labour power and a hierarchicai industrial order.

Through an economic analysis of the United States they concluded that schools, by
corresponding the social relations within them to the social relationships which govern the

work place, actually reproduce the hienuchical divisions of labour and s m d y integrate
students into the labour market and to the imperatives of capital.

Theories of cultural reproduction were introduced in this chapter through an
examination of-

to J &by

Paul Willis. He demonstrated that through the

students' own forms of resistance to schooling, and through the creation of their 'counter

culture' that reproduction of the labour market actuaUy occurs, and seemingly voluntarily.

Jean Anyon's simila.study was also examined and the same conclusion was drawn:

working class children develop a conflict relationship to capital which eventually leads them
to choose working class jobs.

This chapter also mentioned developments in gender analysis that demonstrated
how girls, through schooling, develop feelings of iofenority to boys.

These tbeories pointed to the unconscious level at which domination occurs in
schwling and how schooling contributes to the sbaping of identity. This chapter then
introduced the concept of 'hegemony' where s c h d s are viewed as but one institution in

the overwhelming cultural prooess by which our identities are unmnsfiously shaped to
maintain the power of the dominant class. The theories of the hidden cuniculum have made

it impossible to view schooiing as a neutral activity with the best interests of the students as
their mandate. This chapter revealed the apparatus which estabiishes the conditions under

which people suôconsciously reproduce existing social and economic inequaiity. It pointed
to the need for a citizenship education to thus take seriously the sdally constructeci naturc
of identity.
Chapter Five continueci to examine curriculum theory that claimeci social change as
a mandate, to see if the issues of the bidden curriculum and the heialiy coostnicted nature

of identity were addressed. This chapter examined some of the Recouceptualists, who
wrote during the 19709 and lm,for they appmached curriculum as an oppominity to
examine the self.

They, like the Social Reconstructionists, responded to what they perceiveci as a
primary social problem of their t h e . In their case, the problem was alienation, the state

where one feels discomected from oneself. Also l&ethe Social Reconstructionists, they

saw the role that traditional education played in perpetuating the problem. They thought
that the curriculum, as an imposition of unrelateci subjects, having üttle to do with the

learner, contxibuted to this alienation. Understanding the role that schools played in the
formation of identity - or as they uuderstood it, the conditioning of self, they sought
practices that wouid free one from this conditioning and uncover the 'tme self.' They

believed that this pmcess of self discovery would lead to social change. They suggested
that practices that lead to the development of 'autobiography' would lead to this form of

self-discovery and suggested the use of journal writing as a method to achieve this.

Also suggesttd was the use of theatre. It was thought that theatre, through Gcny

Grotowski's acting methodology, would provide students with the opportunity to examine
their actions and reactions and kgin, therefore, to question the nature of theu being.

The Reconceptualists, however, seemed to consider that there was a transcendent
self beneath the conditioning, capable of just social organization. This belief may
contradict other beiiefs within a pluralistic society. Also tbe rnethods articulated here fot

self-dirovery do not pmvide opportunities to engage in issues of social organization. The
awareness of the sociaiiy constructed nature of identity is not understood here then as a
requirement of a civic culture, a means by which plural identities can co-exist withùi a
democratic civic culture. It is understood hem as a means to uncover the essential being and
it is questionable as to whether or not this can lead to positive social change.

This chapter concluded that the Reconceprualists, although seeming to offer an aitemative
curriculum and examining the nature of identity have failed to provide a successfd

approach that marries identity analysis with democratic citizenship education.
Chapter Six continueci to look at developments in curriculum theory to find an
approach that addressed issues raised by the theories of the hidden curriculum and
contnbuted to the articulation of a democratic citizeaship ducation. This chaper focused

on some of the writings of an approach known as Critical Pedagogy (1-

- today).

Criticai Pedagogy is aware of the implications of schooling in the process of
hegemony and how this is often manifest as acts of racism, sexism and classism. It seeks
to develop practices that illuminate the power relations within schooling and challenge the

process of social and cultural reproduction. Although aware of the theories of the hidden
curriculum, Critical Pedagogy believes that there are places withui schwling where these

processes can be challengeci and transfomative practices realized. Understanding the d e
that schools play in limiting the range of possibilities h t students may perceive as avaiiable

to them, Critical Pedagogy feels that it has a d e to play in expanding these possibilities

and developing hopeful visions of the future.

Critical Pedagogy demands thaî educators state their political poBitiolls,
acknowledge their role as political beings, and articulate their own visions for the future.
Guiding principles are important to estabiish and must avoid the use of universai

abstractions, although Critical Pedagogy recognizes the potential contradiction between
democratic civic culture and attempts to avoid fued categories. Understanding this

contradiction, efforts must be made to defme one's own vision of demorracy, while at the
same time being careful to keep this definition open, bgsed on ao understanding of

the

sociaily constructed nature of identity. Critical Pedagogy avoids the probiems related to
universal abstractions that underlie the fdm of the Reconceptualistsand the Social

Reconstnictionists to constnict tmndimmtive ducational practices.
Semiotic analysis within culturai studies is offered as form of analysis that seeks to

examine hegemony and offer students with situations where their identities can be explored
and where potentially oppressive constnicts can be overcome. A cross disciplined
approach to curriculum is requïred that would address a wide variety of themes touching
upon various social issues.
Essential to criticai pedagogy is an understanding of the role of language in the

shaping of consciousness and dl analyses must consider this.
Critical Pedagogy believes that student expenence must be validated. Student voices
form part of the cultural landscape that is to be exarnined, and their experience forms the
basis on which to understand other cultural manifestations and sites. Student voices mu&
be heard and opportunities given for students to tell their stories. But, they emphasize,

these voices and stories must also be critiqueci. Stones are the narratives in which identity

is formed, and, therefore, they must be analyzed. The form of anaiysis called for is one
that would allow for simultaneous action and reflection upon action. Critical Pedagogy

seeks practices that allow for this form of a d y s i s to occw and for the constructed nature

of identity to be grasped. This is understood as essential to the pmcess of students
becoming the authors af their own narratives and essential to the development of

democratic citizenship, Criticai Pedagogy thus pmposes an appmach to democratic

citizenship education where the importance of the Socially constnrcted nature of identity is
understood and articulated,

Chapter six concludes with a synthesisof ideas and develops a conceptual
framework for a democratic citizenship curriculum. Within this framework, there are three

interwoven concepts that have been idenWied as essentiai to a democratic citizenship
cumculum which are of primary relevance to a discussion of educational drama. These

concepts are the social construction of identity, an integrated curriculum, and the creation of
alternative and hopefd visions of the fu-.

Chapters two through six have illuminateci the concept of the socially constructed
nature of identity, and have pointed to the reason why developing an awareness of the
socid construction of identity is essentiai to a democratic citizenship curriculum. It allows
dernocracy to be defined in such a way as to avoid potentialiy exclusive universal
abstractions; it allows the individual to both participate and mate m e d g within their
particular group and within a democratic civic culture, being able to distinguish between the
two value systems; and it challenges hegemony in that it is within the subconscious

developrnent of identity where hegemony is perpetuated.
To develop this awareness a form of analysis has been calleci for that both validates
students' voices and experiences while sirnultaneously being critical of them - a fonn of
analysis that leads to action and reflection upon action. This activity should take place in
the context of developing democratic practices and should go beyond the classroom and
into the social and culhual realm.

The concept of an integrated curriculum is reflected in this type of analysis.
Cumculwn is integrated when subject matter is related to, and undefstood in terms of
experience. When tbis kind of connection is made between a particular subject and
experience, meaning is produced and a new experïence is had. This can lead to fwther
comections k i n g made, not o d y between experience and subject matter, but between the

various subjects as well. As Dewey dedbed, an 'educative' experience is that which
leads to further 'educative' experiences. Enpcrknce, thedore, is not meant to refer only to
the limited set of activities that a student may mutinely involve themselves in, or declare

their interest in, although these experiences are not to be d e v a i d . The point here is that
teachers must help students to make comections, to see how their experiences are related to

other experiences and to subject matter. Organizing curriculum around social themes

relevant to student experience can help make comections apparent Understandhg these
connections begins to unravel the nature of social issues and may uncover the power

relations and economic base upon which certain issues have emerged. An integrated
curriculum, therefore, challenges hegemony in that it exposes the relationships between
experience and the social and economic relations which govem it.

Within this context of challenging hegemony, it is important to a democratic
citizenship curriculum to help -dents

create hopeful and positive visions of the future.

These visions shape action towards positive change and d o w the present, includiag one's

identity, to be critiqueci without causing the student to faii into despair or apathy.

These three connecteci concepts form the base underiying the implications of
democratic citizenship curriculum for educational drama. The next chapter wiii analyze
educational drama in terrns of its relationship to these concepts.

Chapter Eight

Three concepts have been identifed in the pevîous chapter as fudamental to a
democratic citizenship cUmcuium that will form the bans of an analysis of educational

drama. These concepts are the social construction of identity, an integrated curriculum, and
the creation of alternative and hopeful visions of the future. This chapter wiü offer an

analysis of educational drama focusing on these concepts in an effort to understand the
implications of educational drama to a democratic citizenship curriculum. The analysis will

proceed as a cornparison between traditional drama in education theory that has been
presented by Peter Slade and Brian W a y and more recent developments that are king
presented by Augusto Boal, Gavin Bolton and Dorothy Heathcote. It wiU be shown that
recent drama in education theory is rooted in an understanding of the nature of theatre
which incorporates it as a powerful tool in the analysis of the sociaily constnicted nature of
identity, the integration of curriculum and the construction of alternative visions of the self
in society.
Traditional drarna education theory has as its primary spokespersons Peter Slade
and Brian Way. However, it found its inception in the child-centereâ education movernent

at the early part of this century. Child-centered curriculum was discussed in chapter three
as a central part of the Progressive Education Movement to which the Social
Reconstructionists were opposed. Chif d-centred cuniculum developed in response to the

oppressive nature of traditional education where students were considerd empty vesseis,
and detennined that the goal of education should be the development of innate potentials of
the individual. Child-centered cumculum was experientially based and considemi tacher
authority in curriculum design to be invasive. Gavin Bolton suggests in his history of
cirama in education that drama educators at that time, in an attempt to gain support and
develop a theoretical framework, aiigned themselves with the child-centered movement and

molded educational drama theory so that it would fit the postulates of child-centered
education.'" Drama educaîors thus adopted the goal of chiià-centereà cumculum to be that
of educational drama as well. For example, Brian Way stated that, "drama is concemecl
with the individuaüty of individuals, with the uniqueness of esch human esse~~ce."~'~

The "play way" of learning had become popular at this tirne, at least in theory, as

did "learning by doing." Both seemed examples of natural processes by which children
grow. Drarna in education theory appropriated this vocabulary and described drama as an

oppominity to "do" a .to "play."L31 Bnan Way described "...the function of drama is
direct experience.""'

Play was considered a form of direct experience so dramatic play

became the form of drama to be employed by teachers. Peter Slade idenmed the essentiai
qualities of dramatic play to be absorption and sincerity. A gaod drama lesson becarne an

extended period of "dramatic play," its succes measwed by the degree of absorption and
honesty that the teacher could 0 b ~ e r v e . l ~ ~

It was considered that theatre, as opposed to dramatic play, required the students to

be artXcial because in one's attempt to communicate to an audience one lost the sincerity of
really "doing." Thus Brian Way claimed
"...there are two activities, which must not be confused - one is theatre, the
other is drama ..Theatre is largely concemed with communication between
actors and audience, drama is largeIy concemed with experience by the
participants, irrespective of any function of communication to an
audience.9 , 1 3 4
He described, as an example, that to be blind-folded was drama, while pretending to be
blind though actually seeing was theatre.13' Thus a dichotomy between drama and theatre
as educational tools emerged.

Gavin Bolton,
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13' Ibid., 1
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(Essex: Longman Group Ltd.,, 1%) 7
(London: Longmans Green and Co. Ltd.,

In order to enable teachers to introduce dramatic play into the classmom, Peter
Sîade suggested the use of stories as a means of initiating the activity. The idea of merely
letting the students play was not eady accepted by teacbers so the use of stoy oflered

them structure and short terni goals (i.e. fuush the story). This led to educational drama, in
practice, becoming the acting out of stories, s h i f ' g the emphasis away from individual
expression and on to the plot.

'36

Bolton argues that group dramatic play does not

sufficiently allow for individual expression anyway. Individuals involved regulariy
subordhate their own ideas in favour of the group or to the plot inherent in the story based
drama. Bolton argues that drama is not about self expression. It is a social activity. He

suggests hat traditionai theory is based on an incorrect understanding of the nahue of

'The notion of chiid centredness in drama has been a miL&. There nas
always been ...an alternative pull of gravity ...In overstating the C M of
chiId centredness they have often inadveltently misleci their foliowers into
believing that pure undisciplinecl self-expression should be the basis for
drama in education. The result has been that some teachers have either
seriously encouraged the most uninhibited fonns of self-expression or,
more commonly, they have in practice shifted the centre of gravity away
from the child whilst giving lip service to self-expression. Much teacher
training in drama has been based on this kind of self de~eption."'~'

It is interesting to note that although child centredness in drama has dominated
theory and rraining in the field, practice has not M n the absence of theairical wonnance
in education. The conventional schwi production (usually a musical) is stiU very much
part of Our children's school experience, but neither does this form of drama offer the

appropnate use of drama in education. The production is usually based on a naturalistic
view of theatre, leaving it void of potential symbolic richness. Students are trained in the

clichés of naturalism, which undermines the essence of the art f o m of theatre and
discourages students from spontaneity and honesty in acting even when there is no

136
13'

Bolton, 39
Ibid., 7

audience. If neither the rhool play nor cbild antered dnima are bascd on a comct

analysis of theatre, what then is the correct aDalysis?
As opposed to understanding the value of drama in its aaüty to @de

Lived

experience, recent theorists suggest that the key to drania as an educational tooI lies in its
ability to objectify lived experiences. Augusto Boa1 has developed extensive educatiod
practices aimed at using drama to help students develop altemative perspectives of their
reality. Some of his work is quite political, aimed at empowering oppressed classes in

Latin Amena, while he has also worked within European educational and psychiatrie
institutions. His methodology is based upon the following understanding of theatre.
'Theatre is boni when the human being discovers that it can observe itself;
when it discovers that, in this act of seeing, it can see itseif - see itself in
situ: see itself'seeing.. Theatre - or theatricality- is this capacity, this human
property w hich allows man to observe himself in action, in activity. The
self - knowledge thus acquiried aüows him to be the subject (the one who
observes) of d e r subject (the one who acts). It aüows him to imagine
variations of his action, to study alternatives. Man can see himself in the act
of seeing, in the act of acting, in the act of feeling, the act of thinking. Feel
himself feeling, think h i m i € thid~ing.""~
Gavin Bolton clarifiesthat the fufldamental educational value of theatre is that it

allows one to hold two worlds in mind at the same time- that of seeing,and that of seeing
oneseif seeing. He states that the two worids of theatre are the fictional one of the drama,
and the knowledge that it is fictional. The drama invites one into a fictitious world, yet the

knowledge of its k i n g fiction gives one objective distance necessary to examine it while

actually participating in

For illustrative purposes, the blindfold analogy wili be used again. Brian Way
would say that the power of drama as an educational device lies in the actuai experience of

king blindfolded and therefore, the students would leam really what it is WEe to be blind.
Bolton would argue that the power of drama lies in the act of pretending to be blind once

having îaken the bhdfolds off. In pretending to be blind for an audience, the student
watches himseif and determines the nature of the action. He borrows from his errperience
13'

Augllsto Boal, -W
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(London: Routledge, 1995), 13

with the blindfdd but it is in the aüempt to pretend or to communicate bîindness, though

k i n g able to see, that the stuclent is forced to examine the actions of blhdness and
therefore question what blindness really means to him and to question his assumptions

about blindness. It is when the student can observe his actions that he will begin to
question them.
Bolton suggests that the essential power of theatre lies in this way of framing aa

action that involves one critically in that action. Theatre thus allows for the foxm of

analysis suggested in the conceptual framework towards a democratic citizenship
curriculum. Theatre allows the shutcnt to engage in action, while simultaneously king
able to reflect upon it - action, mflection and further action.
Theatre, understood in this way, does not lead to an opposition between dramatic

play and performance, although unstnichued or story based play is not what is proposeci.
Dramatic play is perforrned within groups where communication is practiced within the

interaction between group members. Although there is no audience, the intent to
communicate is equalIy as substantial. Because of the social nature of dramatic piay and

theatre, recent theonsts suggest that drama can be used to critically examine society,
particularly social relations, anà one's relationship to it. Dorothy Heathcote argues that

"we have all of history and the affairs of m&nd
suggests that the primary function of

to use as a resounx in learning,"'" and

drama is the exploration of the &airs of humankind.

She notes that drama aliows this exploration to happen in the prisent tense. She explains;
"What's possible with drama has to do with the way time is used in drama
Much leaming tends to be what I'd cal1 'over there' learning. In other
words, when we say 'Let's consider that matter or those people,' we are
'here' (in time and space) pondering on the matteCs 'over there'. But in
drama you can't do that, because suddeniy you are walking in the time of
the event. "
This allows the students to perceive the situation from within their own expenence. Their

own perceptions, in this larger context, become the focus of study. As an example ,the
'31
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object under shdy might be a famous historicd baüie. Heathcote would set up a chnatic
situation based on this battle where the students. and perhaps herseIf, play various mles
and improvise withh i t The student playhg the General, may na k w w all the facts of the
battle, but when he is faced with his soldiers wanting to know what to do,be must act.
His fellow students/soldiers are waiting for their orders. He suddenly perceives the natue
of the moment includig the responsibility that that General had to face. The student, in
order to play the Generai, uses the information and assumptions he already has about
Generals and in actually playing the General he may have to reconsider his assumptions or
seek new knowledge. This allows for a situation where the student is in a position to
analyze his previously held assumptions and prhaps modûy them. "hama, whilst
appearing to develop a story forward, actually unpacks previously held conclusi011~

because it stands ~tiu."'~' Drama in this way can be used as a twl to make connections
between subject matter and experience and to devefop an integrated curriculum.
Subject matter, in this form of drama, as opposed to traditional drama in education,
is now more important than plot and can be used to explore themes that move across the
curriculum while simultaneously m t i n g it in student experience. This exploration is

ment to go beyond a factuai level and embrace "issues, principles, implications,
consequences and responsibiiities behind the facts.

"'"

Dorothy Heathcote 's work has

been described in the foliowing way: "She uses drama to expand their (her students')

awareness, to enable them to look at redity through fantasy, to see below the surface of
action to their meanings."'"
Boa1 suggests that theatre can be used to explore and create new possibilities for
the future. Expanding on his understanding of the nature of theatre as that which aüows
140 "haming, Knowing and Laaguaging in Drama: An Interview with Dorothy
Heathcote," -v6û
n6 1983,699
'" Ibid. ,6%
'" Gavin Bolton, "Changes in ThinLing About Drama in Education," - & t i c e ,
v24 n3 1985, 154
'" Betty Jane Wagner,
is a
(Washington: National Education
Association, 1976), 15

one to see oneseif seeing, he argues that because humans can see themselves in action and
imagine themselves in alternative actions. humans can project themselves into the future.
He suggests that theatm as wdl as other art fomis are symbotic repriesentatims of "what

does not e ~ i s t . " ' ~ ~
Theatre can therefore, look at reaüty, examine it and aüempt to offer alternative

visions. He articulates his view of educational theatre as "a system of physical exercises,
aesthetic games, image techniques and special improvisations whose goal is to safeguard,
develop and reshape this human vocation (for theaîre) by t u h g the practice of theatre into
an effective tool for the comprehension of social and p e m d problems and the search for
their sotut ion^."'^^
He attempts to d d b e the p e u of the actorlstudent, io acting out a scene from
her own Me to explain the acting procedure and its educational value. In the actor's efforts
to act out a scene from her life, the scene, becomes the object of her andysis.

When the (actor) lives a scene in her own life, she tries to concretise
her declared desires, be they love or haie, attack or flight, constniction or
destruction. But when she d i v e s the same scene in an aesthetic space ...
her desire becomes a dichotornic: she wants simultaaeously to show the
scene and to show herself in the scene. In showing how the scene was
experienced, she is seeking to achieve for a second time the concretisation
of her desires, as they were realized or h t r a t e d at that time. In showing
herseY in the scene, she is seeking to make progress towards the a c U
concretion of this desire. To desire becomes a thing. The verb becomes a
palpable noun.
In living the scene, she is trying to concretise a desire, in reliving it,
she is reifying it. Her desire, because it is aesthetic, tFansforms itseIf into
an object which is observable, by herself and by othea. The desin, having
become a thing, can better be studied, anaiyzed, and (who knows?)
transformed. In daily We, the actor tries to concretise a declared, eonscious
desire; the desire to love, for enample. In the aesthetic space, she makes
the concretaion of this love. In this process of reviviscence, not only
avowed, overt desire but also unconscious, covert desires become mifieda
Not only what one wants to reify is reified, by sometimes also things that
are there, but I~idden."'~~

In the actor's attempt to communicate her experience tbrough reliving it in such a
way as to convince an audience of its authenticity, it becomes observable to the actor as a

'* Bod,14
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potential object of study and perhaps transfocmatica. The act of communication is essential
to this process. It is not in individual s e i f expression but in efforts to communicate that the

ducationai value of theatm is f o u d This theatrical pmcess of rewunting, in the
present, and in front of witnesses 'in solidarity', a story lived in the past, offers, in itself,
an dter~tive."'~'

Boal has formulated the folïowing three hypotheses that are fundamenhl to his
work: 1. Osmosis- This is the way values are subconsciously intemalized. 2. MetaxisThis is the state of belonging to two wodds at once, "the image of reality and the reality of
the image" 3. Adogical Induction- Linked to being in two worlds at once, this is the

reflection upon action that being in two worids allows for.1Q
With these in mind, Boal provides students with opporhinities in drama to act out
scenes from their own lives, and to re-enact them again with aitemate conclusions. Drama,

in this case, provides the students with the opportunity to explore their identities, to

question who they have been and who they would like to be as reflected in action. The
audience is made up of the other students who wïli also be acting out scenes from their own
lives. Students are encouraged to become involved in other peoples' scenarios,
sympatheticaily fiving them as well and offering alternative actions. Theatre in this context

becomes an opportunity to analyze one's previous actions and rehearse alternative
possibilities.
Acting d o w s for the possibiiity of engagement with and distancing from an

experience. The practice of simultaneous reflection and action encourages the questioning
of one's own perceptions. Experience becomes an object to be xeflecied upon. Recent

educational drama theory suggests that this can free an individual from habits of perception

and conception. Gavin Bolton says that drama, as a tool for leaniing, "...rests in its
capacity to: 1) separate and objectify an event, and 2) break down estabüshed concepts and
-
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perceptions."f49 As in the example of the General used above, it is not only when ading
out scenes from one's owu M e where one's perceptions are put into question, but it is
within the acting of any narraîive where identity is questioned Theatre is the creation of

narratives, and identity is undetstood through narrative. In an attempt to crieate a narrative,
the actor recreates an identity. In so doing, the social construction of their own identity is

perceived and analyzed.
Whereas traditional drama in education theory interprets drama as an opportunity

for lived expenence and self-expression, recent theory interprets draina as an opportunity to

change established concepts and perceptions, to question the nature of identity, through an
involved yet critical exploration of one in Society. Gavin Bolton says that ' k a c h h g is a
process concerneci with breaking, challenging, supplementing or eroding a child's present
achievement in conception and
Recent theory on drama in e d u d o n suggests that it can be a potentially powedul

form of practice within a democratic citizensbip education. Drama can form the basis from
which to develop an intepteci curriculum. As a tool to explore social themes, drama can

find the link between social issues ami lived experience, makhg the analysis meaningful
and allowing the themes to be addressed in such a was as to illuminate their relationship to
individual experience.

Drama provides opportunities for student experience to be validated and examineci.
Recent theory points to the ability of drarna to create situations where action, reflection
upon action, and further action can be experienced. Essentially, acting is this process.
Acting is the process where identity is aamined, where assumptions are questioned, where

perception is challengeci. It is the theatrical moment of holding two worids in mind at once
that allows for this.

If hegemony is the subconscious way in which our identities are f o m e d to
reproduce existing social and economic inequity, then the questionhg of Our identity is a
--
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challenge to hegemony. Acting is this practice of questionhgidcotity. It is clear that

drama is linkeà to citizenship education in its power to provide the educationai expaïence
whereby students can develop an awareness of the socially constructeci nature of their

identity.
Not only does Qama pmvide opportunities for this, but as a symbdic

representation of the future, drama can help students mate hopefd visions of the future. It
can provide them with the space where these visions c m be practiced, experimented with,
and refined.

Narrative imagination,according to Bridges, allows one to exist within the
framework of one's identity as estabLished by one's co~nmunities,as weU as within the

frameworkof a democratic civic culturie. It is to b l d two identities in mind simu1tanmusly.
Narrative imagination is thus a form of acting and dernomatic citimnship a possible action.

Only a possible action. Drama alone WU not lead to democmtic citizensbip, but withîn the
context of a dem~craticcitizenship curriculum, guided by clear principles, drama can be a

powerful practice in the quest for social change.

Ibid. , 142

Càapter Nine

Demarracy, as c s n t i y pracficed in North America, is cbaracterized by an unquai
system where many p u p s are marginalized from involvement in the political process.
Citizenship is neither generally pursued or understood in temis of active participation in the
political process and in the shaping of one's community. Citizenship education only

reflects this passive approach to community and political action. This study has developed
a conceptual framework for a democratic citizenship cwriculum that chailenges the current

passivity of democratic citizenship and seeks the development of a just and participatory
democracy. It has done so through an examination of certain curriculum theories, both
historical and present, that have addressed the issue of social change. Educational drama
has been examineci as a pedagogicai praçtice that supports this approach to a demoçratic
citizenship cumcdum.
Democratic citizenship, as expressed within this conceptbal framework for a
dernocratic citizenship curriculum, is a challenge to the hegemony of the dominant classes.
Hegemoay is defined here as the ideological apparatus by which social and economic

inequality is perpetuated, and democracy therefore, undermineci. Hegemony is perpeniated

in the subconscious way that our identities are formed including our visions of what is
possible and desirable to achieve.

The formation of a democratic civic culture is important to a democratic citizensbip
in a pluralistic society. Essential to a democratic chic culture is narrative imagination or an

awareness of the social construction of identity. This awareness aüows the individual to

become the author of their own narrative or life story and in the conttext of a democratic
citizenship ,to choose to develop an identity both within their own col~ll~lunity
and within a
democratic civic community. It, therefore, challenges hegemony in that it exposes
potentially lirniiing and oppressive constmcts in the formation of one's identity. The value

systems, self-perceptions and future visions that may oppose democrafic citizcmhip
become open to evduation.
Democracy, in this context of an derstanding of the social coastnictionof
identity, is defmed without reference to essentid tniths or universal abstractions that may
limit or exclude the participation of certain perticular groups. At the same tirne, democracy
is understood as an abstraction. a hopeful vision of the future. A dernomatic citivnship

curriculum provides opportunities for students to develop these hopefd alternatives.
Narrative imagination c m be developed through forms of analysis that allow the

individual to examine their identity. This involves examining their actions, reflecting upon
them and re-examining them in a continual process of action and reflection upon action.

For this to be possible, students' experiences and stories must be validated, heard, and
critiqued.

Refiected in this form of analysis, and important to a democratic citizenship
cumculum, is an integrated cumcdum. This curricutum would be organized dong social
themes relevant to student experience. It wouid prioritize the understanding of connections
between subjects and between subject and experience over the mastery of a particular ski11
or the memorization of facts. It would utiüze resources outside the x h d and encourage

relationships among schools and other sites of cultural production. In this context students
become producers, rather than consumers of meaning. A democratic citizenship
curriculum would aiso provide opportunities for students to participate in and examine
foms of democratic social organization.

The implications of this conceptuai framework towards a democratic citizenship

curriculum for educational drama are to be found in more receat developments in the theory
of educationd drama as opposed to the traditionai theory. Traditionai drama in education

theory has its mots in child-centered cuniculum and developed a theoretical framework
consistent with the vocabulary of child centredness. It argued that drama provided

opportunities for lived exmence and self expression and that theatm, as an Micial
construction, had little value in an ducational tool.
Recent theory challenges this undrrstanding of the nature of drama and theatre,

arguing that the power of Qama and theatre as educatiod tmls Lies in their ability to

objectify lived experiena. Educational drama, in this context, includes theatre as it enables
one to see oneself seeing oneself. It allows one to hold two worlds in mind

simultaneously, the fictional one of the drama, and the knowledge that it is fictional. This
allows one to simultaneoudy experience and examine that experience. It is in the student's
atternpt to communicate, to act, where these two worlds are held at once and this k h d of
examination of experience can occur. Because of the social nature of drama, acting can
thus provide the student with the opportunity to examine sociiety and one's relationship to

it. As a process where themes can be analyzed in terms of one's experience, educational
drama provides a tool in the integration of cuniculum.
Drama is a narrative construction. The actor constructs an identity within that
narrative and as the actor is both simultaneously engaged in the construction of that identity
and cntical of it, the actor develops an awmness of social construction of identity. As the

actor uses their own perceptions to constmct the identity, the actors' own identity is under
examination. Narrative imagination is thus developed through the acting process.
Recent theory also points to the role that drama plays as a symbolic representation
of the future. Drama, thus ailows alternative visions of the future to be imagined and
rehearsed.
Educational drama, therefore, can be a powerful practice within a democratic
citizenship curriculum. It provides a form of analysis that can be used to inkgrate

cumculum, to create possible visions of the future, and to develop an awareness of the
sociaily constmcted nature of identity. These three interrelated concepts are fmdarnental to
a democratic citizenship curriculum and inherent in the practice of educationai drama

But there are seved bamiers to the use of drama as a fom of practice in a
democratic citizensbip cunicuiurn.

This derstanding of the educational value of dnuna is

not widespread in the üterature on educaticmal drama and, as Chapter Seven demonstratecl,
stands in opposition to the traditional theory. Although teacher training in drama has

evolved from its traditional rodsand drama is now more commonly understood in its
coanection to the wider c ~ c u l u mit, is primarily taught as a tool to enhance the teaching
of other abjects, primarily language arts. A h , teacher training in drama is aot a priority
and when it is offered it is quite Limited - few h o m are ailocated to it and class si-

are

usudy Large. Teachers wanting to use dnuna must take it upon themselves to seek training

beyond the courses requved for certification, and as mentioned above, it is not iikely that
they will be introduced to an understanding of theatre that reaiizes its implications for

democratic citizenship within the drama courses offered by education departments. Ways
to improve the quality and quantity of teacher training in drama must be sought. Dnuna
educators interested in democratic citizenship must begin to examine their own practice and

explore the implications of their teaching to democratic citizenship. Suggestions for further

study include an examination of how and when drama is used within schooling and why
the arts,in general, are rnarginalized within the schoollhg process.

Just as drama is not a priority in teacher training and public schooling,
neither is democratic citizenship. The ma~ldateof public schooling has not k e n to

challenge hegemony ,and as Chapter Four suggested, schooling is bound up in the process
of social and cultural reproduction. But, as has also been previously suggested, there are

places within schoolling where this process is cballenged. There are educators, parents and
students seeking to develop trandormative educational practices and encourage the

development of social and economicjustice. Those interested in democratic citizenship are
encouraged to consider the importance of an integrated curriculum; of developing

alternative and hopeful visions of the future; and of the formation of identity - not as a
distant entity but as an m a where issues concerning social organization are lived,

struggied with and detennined. It is hopd that educators of both democratic citizenship

and of drama will discover their potential for inkgration and begin to collaborate with each
other.

This study bas focused attention on the implications of educational drama to a

democratic citizenship cmicuium, considering the relationship between manative, identity
and drama. It opens up the question about the relationship between narrative, identity and
the other arts. What other art foms deal with narrative so that issues of identity are

explored? How might they be integrated into a democratic citizensbip curriculum? Are
there not perhaps signifcant ways that identity is undentood other than thrwgh narrative
and what are the art forms that would be implicated in this? Perhaps this study will fom

the springboard for further analysis of these issues.
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